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ABSTRACT 

 
The particular study case in this thesis is the shock test performed on the LISA Pathfinder satellite conducted in a 
laboratory environment on a dedicated test bed: Vega Shock Test Apparatus (VESTA). This test is considered fully 
representative to study shock levels produced by fairing jettisoning event at Vega Launcher Vehicle, which induces 
high shock loads towards the satellite.  

In the frame of this thesis, some transient response analyses have been conducted in MSC Nastran, and a shock 
simulation tool for the VESTA test configuration has been developed. The simulation tool is based on Nastran Direct 
Transient Response Analysis solver (SOL 109), and is representative of the upper composite of Vega with the LISA 
Pathfinder coupled to it. Post-processing routines of transient response signals were conducted in Dynaworks which 
served to calculate Shock Response Spectra (SRS).  

The simulation tool is a model of forcing function parameters for transient analysis which adequately correlates with 
the shock real test data, in order to understand how the effect of shock generated by the launcher is seen in the 
satellite and its sub-systems. Since available computation resources are limited the parameters for analysis were 
optimised for computation time, file size, memory capacity,  and model complexity. The forcing function represents a 
release of the HSS clamp band which is responsible for fairing jettisoning, thus the parameters which were studied are 
mostly concerning the modelling of this event. Among many investigated, those which visibly improved SRS correlation 
are radial forcing function shape, implementation of axial impulse, clamp band loading geometry and refined loading 
scheme. Integration time step duration and analysis duration were also studied and found to improve correlation.  
From each analysis, the qualifying shock environment was then derived by linear scaling in proportion of the applied 
preload, and considering a qualification margin of 3dB. 

Consecutive tracking of structural responses along shock propagation path exposed gradual changes in responses 
pattern and revealed an important property that a breathing mode (n = 0) at the base of a conical Adapter translates 
into an axial input to the spacecraft. The parametrisation itself was based on responses registered at interfaces located 
in near-field (where the clamp band is located and forcing function is applied) and medium-field with respect to the 
shock event location. Following shock propagation path, the final step was the analysis of shock responses inside the 
satellite located in a far-field region, which still revealed a very good correlation of results. Thus, it can be said that 
parametrisation process was adequate, and the developed shock simulation tool can be qualified. However, due to 
the nature of shock, the tool cannot fully replace VESTA laboratory test, but can support shock assessment process 
and preparation to such test. 

In the last part of the thesis, the implementation of some finite element model improvements is investigated. Majority 
of the panels in spacecraft interior exhibited shock over-prediction due to finite element model limitation. Equipment 
units modelled as lump masses rigidly attached with RBE2 elements to the panel surface are a source of such local 
over-predictions. Thus, some of the units were remodelled and transient responses were reinvestigated. It was found 
that remodelling with either solid elements, or lump mass connected to RBE3 element and reinforced by RBE2 
element, can significantly improve local transient responses. This conclusion is in line with conclusions found in ECSS 
Shock Handbook. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Cette particulière étude de cas est basée sur un test de chocs conduit sur le satellite LISA Pathfinder, dans un 
environnement de laboratoire sur un banc d’essai spécifiquement consacré à cet exercice : Vega Shock Test Apparatus 
(VESTA). Ce test est considéré comme entièrement représentatif d’une étude des niveaux de chocs produit lors de la 
phase de largage de la coiffe du lanceur Vega, provoquant ainsi de fortes charges de chocs envers le satellite. 

Au cours de ce stage, une analyse sur des réponses transitoires fut réalisée en MSC Nastran, et un outil de simulation 
de chocs pour le test VESTA fut développé. Cet outil est basé sur le Nastran Direct Transient Response Analysis solver 
(SOL 109), et est représentatif de la partie haute de VESTA qui fut combiné avec le LISA Pathfinder. Les routines de 
post-traitement des signaux de réponses transitoires furent menées à Dynaworks, lesquelles ont servi à calculer les 
Spectres de réponse aux chocs (SRS). 

L'outil de simulation est un modèle de paramètres de fonction de forçage dédié à l'analyse des réponses transitoires. 
Ce modèle permet d'obtenir une corrélation adéquate par rapport aux résultats des vrais tests de chocs, mais 
également de comprendre comment l'effet de choc généré par l'outil est ressenti par le satellite et ses sous-systèmes. 
Comme les ressources de calcul disponibles sont limitées, les paramètres d'analyse furent optimisés par rapport au 
temps, à la taille des dossiers, à la capacité de mémoire et à la complexité du modèle. La fonction de forçage représente 
un relâchement de la bande de serrage HSS qui est responsable du largage de la coiffe. Par conséquent, les paramètres 
qui ont été étudiés concernent principalement le modèle de cet événement. Parmi les différents paramètres testés, 
ceux qui améliorent visiblement la corrélation SRS sont la forme de la fonction de forçage radiale, l’implémentation 
de l’impulsion axiale, la géométrie de la bande de serrage et le système de chargement. Le temps d’intégration et la 
durée de l’analyse ont également été examinés et il s’est avéré qu’ils améliorent la corrélation. L'environnement de 
choc qualifié fut dérivé de chaque analyse grâce à une échelle linéaire proportionnelle à la pré-charge appliquée, tout 
en considérant une marge de qualification de 3dB. 

Le suivi consécutif des réponses de structures le long de la propagation de choc a mis en évidence des changements 
progressifs dans les réponses des modèles, et ont ainsi révélés une propriété importante : un mode de respiration       
(n = 0) à la base d’un adaptateur conique se traduit par une entrée axiale vers l’engin spatial. Le paramétrage lui-même 
était basé sur les réponses enregistrées au niveau des interfaces situées dans le champ proche (où la bande de serrage 
se trouve et où la fonction de forçage s’applique), et dans le champ moyen par rapport à la position de l’évènement 
du choc. En suivant la trajectoire de propagation du choc, la dernière étape fut l’analyse des réponses de chocs à 
l’intérieur du satellite situés dans un champ lointain. Cette analyse a encore une fois révélé une très bonne corrélation 
des résultats. De ce fait, on peut dire que le paramétrage implémenté était adéquat et réussi, et que l’outil de 
simulation de choc peut être validé et qualifié. Cependant, en raison de la nature du choc, l’outil ne peut pas 
entièrement remplacer les tests de laboratoire VESTA, mais est capable d’évaluer les processus de chocs et la 
préparation d’un tel test. 

Dans la dernière partie de ce stage, l’implémentation de certaines améliorations du modèle des éléments finis a été 
réalisée. La majorité des panneaux à l’intérieur du vaisseau spatial présentait une surestimation de chocs dû aux limites 
du modèle des éléments finis. L’équipement, qui a été modélisé comme des masses concentrées fixées de façon rigide 
avec des éléments RBE2 à la surface des panneaux, est la source de telles surestimations. C’est pourquoi une partie 
de l’équipement a été remodelisé, et les réponses transitoires ont fait l’objet d’une nouvelle analyse. Il en a été déduit 
que la remodelisation avec soit des éléments solides, soit des masses concentrées reliées avec un élément RBE3 et 
renforcées par un élément RBE2, peut considérablement améliorer les réponses transitoires locales. Cette conclusion 
est conforme aux conclusions que l’on peut trouver dans le manuel « ECSS Shock Handbook ». 
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1 CHAPTER 

THEORY BACKGROUND  

This chapter, as well as some parts of Chapter 2 and 3 regarding shock propagation phenomena, aims to present in a 
compacted way a theoretical foundation developed by researchers in shock domain, so that newcomers not familiar 
with the topic can better understand the engineering problems discussed in Chapter 4 and 5.  

This thesis approaches Vega fairing jettisoning event, which induced high shock loads towards the satellite. The study 
case for this thesis is the shock test performed on the LISA Pathfinder satellite. LISA stands for Laser Interferometer 
Space Antenna and it acts as a technology demonstration for in-space detection of gravitational waves through 
measurement of a relative motion of two masses on board with exceptionally high accuracy. ESA has recently 
announced (2016) that this technology test had successfully proved possibility of building dedicated large space 
observatory. The two masses are carried by LISA Core Instrument. They are independent and monitored as they free-
fall through space, which due to its sensitivity requires purity and elimination of non-gravitational forces. Such 
accuracy as Science Module requires, makes it very susceptible and sensitive to disturbances. Thus, the potentially 
damaging shock levels, especially within the Science Module, and also all over the whole LISA  Pathfinder spacecraft, 
have to be carefully investigated. 

LISA Pathfinder was tested for shock responses on a dedicated test bed: Vega Shock Test Apparatus (VESTA), which 
subjected the spacecraft to a fairing jettisoning shock event. In the frame of this thesis, some transient response 
analysis (run in MSC Nastran) have been conducted, and a shock simulation tool for the VESTA test configuration has 
been developed. The simulation tool is built in Nastran, and is representative of the upper composite of Vega with the 
LISA Pathfinder coupled to it. The thesis aims to develop a model of parameters for transient analysis in order to 
achieve adequate correlation with respect to the shock real test data, and to understand how the effect of shock 
generated by the launcher is seen in the satellite and its sub-systems.  

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Shock science is fairly new and has its origins in 1930/40s in works conducted for civil engineering for earthquake 
effects on construction, which was later spread over all the industries: railroad, aerospace, marine, etc. Ever since the 
knowledge on shocks and testing technology has been growing. [4] 

This thesis derives from ESA ECSS standards handbook ‘Space Engineering. Mechanical shock design and verification 
handbook’ [1] which merges theoretical background with experience from good engineering practises. Other 
supporting publications referred to in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 were used to enrich presentation of theory. The ‘Vibration 
Damping’ by Nashif [15] provided a solid discussion on damping phenomenon along with several other articles and 
publications [11]-[14]. The general mechanical shock theory was solidly supported with ‘Mechanical Vibration and 
Shock’ by Lalanne [3, 5]. More of practical and technical approach in testing and industrial practice was found in 
‘Random Vibration & Shock Testing’ by Tustin [4] and ‘Vibration Measurement & Analysis’ by Smith [2,8]. Industrial 
technical papers about acquisition systems were also used, e.g. [9]. 

Important source of information confronting theory with practical application was the MSC Nastran Dynamic Analysis 
User’s Guide [10] revealing numerical approach to physical problems with its limitations.  

The entire list of books and articles used for each chapter is included in ‘References’ at the end of this thesis. 

1.2 SHOCK ENVIRONMENT 

Mechanical shock is characterised by a sudden transient loading which, although is very short in its duration 
(milliseconds), can be damaging to a structure due to induced transitory dynamic stress. Shock can be created by 
numerous phenomena like sudden impulse created by an explosion, sudden release of forces or tension applied 
formerly on a structure, or by some sudden and strong occurring friction. Such events are local, high in frequency 
(from 1kHz up to 1MHz for explosion events) and high in amplitude (from couple of G’s to thousands of G’s) [1]. There 
is no solid definition forged for shock, but it is not to be confused with vibration, which is a steady, sinusoidal and 
oscillatory motion [2]. 
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A shock signal can be described in time by amplitude, duration and form. Sensors can measure acceleration, 
displacement, velocity or force responses and depending on G-range of interest the different types of sensors are 
dedicated for measurement [3]. Further in this work, the high frequency responses appear, which are associated with 
pyro explosion. Responses above 1 kHz are usually recorded with vibratory acceleration providing good Signal-to-Noise 
ratio [4]. Sensors used in the further described test are accelerometers. However, it is to be remembered that Laser 
Doppler Vibrometers are sensors considered to be the only reliable way to measure shock at direct vicinity to shock 
source, for example they can measure troublesome targets without mass-loading. 

Shock is a mechanical wave and thus is subjected to laws 
ruling a typical waveform traveling across a structure, such as 
reflection, dissipation or diffraction. The main types of waves 
found in structure modal analysis are shear waves, tension-
compression waves and flexural waves. Shear waves and 
tension-compression waves exhibit behaviour of waves 
traveling in non-dispersive medium, whereas flexural waves 
behave as waves traveling across dispersive medium (see 
Figure 1-1). Firstly, a non-dispersive medium creates a 
situation where a wave speed is independent of its frequency, 
so all frequency components travel with the same speed in 
that medium. Waveform, or a “wave packet”, propagates 
without deformation and its group and phase velocities are 
equal and constant. A dispersive wave stands in opposition to 
it. A wave speed in dispersive medium is dependent on 
frequency of the wave, and thus different components travel 
at different speeds. Group and phase velocities are not equal, 

so original wave envelope deforms. 

Flexural waves appear in structures where one or two 
dimensions are significantly smaller than other, for example 
plates or beams, and in general they are traveling slower than 
shear waves and compression waves. 

Typical shock events for spacecrafts and launchers are mostly related to clamp rings being released, pyro explosions, 
stage or spacecraft separation, fairing jettisoning, appendage releases (deployments), or splashdown landing. Briefly, 
shock events are caused by sudden force releases, impacts and violent pyro explosions. Appendage releases, like solar 
panels deployment, are identified with less abrupt explosions than e.g. fairing jettisoning and they can come from 
bolt-cutters, wire-cutters, pin-pullers or “low shock” devices with a mechanical pre-load. Examples of such low shock 
devices are electro-mechanical spools, paraffin actuators, shape memory alloys activated upon heat, or thermal knifes. 
Regarding impact events, some of them are caused by internal mechanisms activation (like pyrotechnic valves). 

A pattern of how shock of pyrotechnic origin affects structure is quite characteristic. Its features are generally 
categorised into the following regions: near-field, medium-field and far-field. The near-field refers to structure region 
in immediate vicinity (up to 15 cm)  to explosion. This region is dominated by direct propagation of tension-
compression wave of high amplitude peak and high frequency content. On the other hand, in medium-field which is 
located between 15 cm to 60 cm from an explosion the waves start to combine with damped oscillatory responses at 
structure frequency of resonance. From observations, it is known that the value of a peak acceleration in that region 
is even a fifth of that in a near-field, however a high frequency content is still present. Last but not least, the far-field 
is dominated by structural resonances where acceleration peaks are more than a fifth smaller than in a near-field 
region and high frequency content disappears. 

1.3 SHOCK RESPONSE SPECTRUM (SRS) 

Shock Response Spectrum, or SRS, is a convenient tool for standardisation and defining specification, comparison or 
extrapolation on other structures in complex vibration environment. However, in opposition to Fourier spectrum, SRS 
does not contain all the information about original signal described in time history. Fourier transform provides both 

Tension-compression wave. 

 

Figure 1-3: Typical elastic material stress-strain curve.Tension-
compression wave. 

 Shear wave. 

 

 Shear wave. 

Flexural wave. 

 

Flexural wave. 

Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of basic wave types.  

 

Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of basic waves types.  
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magnitudes at different frequencies and phase 
information, whereas SRS does not reveal phase 
thus time when the structure excited modes did 
occur. SRS does not reveal either how many times 
the damaging events repeated, but only informs 
that such maximum dynamic load occurred. 

SRS is imaginary and represents response of a 
“standard” mechanical system to a transient 
waveform which was beforehand recorded as 
structure response to a shock in a particular 
location along particular axis. This system is not a 
model of a real structure, but comprises a set of n 
Single Degree of Freedom (SDoF) units 
(resonators, see Figure 1-3).Each of the units is 
described with second differential in the equation: 

        𝑚𝑖�̈� + 𝑐𝑖�̇� + 𝑘𝑖𝑥 = 𝐹(𝑡)              (1) 

where: 
𝑚 – rigid mass, 
𝑐 – viscous damper coefficient , 
k – spring stiffness. 

 

Each rigid mass is attached to a linear and massless spring. Damping 
is linear and dependent only upon velocity making it a viscous 
damper. Spring and damping force have no effect upon the base, 
which is also rigid. For all n resonators the damping ratio is the same: 

                                   𝜉 =
𝑐𝑖

2√𝑘𝑖𝑚𝑖
             (2) 

Each mass mi responds with a different movement to the input signal 
resulting from shock event. This is due to unique natural frequency 
f0i of each resonator and chosen damping ratio 𝜉.  

                                   𝑓0𝑖 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝑘𝑖

𝑚𝑖
             (3) 

 

The two most common ways to obtain SRS are by measuring absolute acceleration or relative displacement. With 
regard to the relative displacement, it is measured with reference to a fixed base. The severity of the response is 
assessed thought σ stress created in a spring. Reacting moving mass induces σ stress in spring element which is directly 
proportional to displacement within Young modulus application region (see Figure 1-2). Therefore, measured 
displacement is multiplied with material properties matrix giving stress in spring. This way a peak stress, therefore the 
strongest and the most damaging response, can be found. Stress is a good indicator to investigate on shock severity 
to structure, which can result in fractures or fatigue failures. 

Being still in category of measured displacement, the “equivalent static acceleration” or “pseudo-acceleration” can be 
calculated. Peak relative displacement for each resonator is measured, which is then multiplied with natural pulsation 
to the power of two (ω0

2) for a given damping ratio (ξ),  providing a product in dimension of acceleration but being not 
the acceleration. If damping ratio ξ equals zero then this term represents an absolute acceleration of the mass. Plotted 
against natural frequencies it gives a “relative displacement SRS”. In addition to that, the term can be used as a first 
approximation of the absolute acceleration of the mass, because of ξ assumed as ξ=0.05, which has been observed a 

lot in mechanics. This is why the most commonly used quality factor Q for SRS calculation is Q=10 as Q=
1

2ξ 
 . With 

regard to the “absolute acceleration SRS” is it simply measuring with an accelerometer the absolute acceleration of 
the mass. 

Figure 1-2: Typical elastic material stress-strain curve. 

 

Figure 1-3: Typical elastic material stress-strain curve. 

Figure 1-3: Shock response spectra principle. 

 

Figure 1-4: Shock response spectra principle. 

Time signal 

SDOFS 

Time response 

SRS 
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There are different ways to obtain SRS, thus the process was standardised. The most commonly used definition of SRS 
is for the maximum displacement responses that occurred in structure in general (during and after shock event) with 
a quality factor Q=10. Some more specific SRS definitions were forged, however they are not commonly used: the 
primary positive/negative SRS recorded during shock event and the residual positive/negative SRS recorded after the 
end of a shock, but they are not used commonly. 

Shock event, due to its nature, can excite all resonances on a structure. In reality the n number of resonators is limited 
and allowing for a particular resolution of SRS frequency spectrum. Thus, depending on computation power or 
constrained file size, the user decides on selection of natural frequencies (resonators) which will be included into SRS 
spectrum. Such resolution is usually defined in 12- or 24- octave system [1]. 
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2 CHAPTER 

VESTA TEST: Vega Shock Test Apparatus 

As it was mentioned in the introduction part, the shock dynamic analysis conducted for this thesis was based on 
simulations run on fully representative (statically) finite elements model of Vega Shock Test Apparatus with LISA 
Pathfinder mounted on top of it. The results were compared and correlated with readings  obtained from real 
apparatus during test campaign. This chapter aims to explain what is VESTA test bed and also introduces a couple of 
other existing shock testing methods present in industry and research institutions to give to a the reader a better 
overview. 

2.1 SHOCK TESTING 

ECSS standards characterize four different procedures for shock testing (refer to Chapter 13.3 in [1]).  
 
Procedure I: "System level shock test" is meant to simulate shock events on a representative system configuration and 
its boundary conditions. Clamp band releases, appendage releases or stage separations are the events most commonly 
investigated in this procedure.  VESTA test belongs to this test category. 
 
The next two procedures are used the most often for shock environmental qualification tests of hardware. Procedure 
II: "Equipment shock test by pyrotechnic device (explosive detonation)", is mostly designated for qualifying units 
located in shock near-field and attached to pyrotechnic test bench. On the other hand, Procedure III: "Equipment 
shock test by mechanical (metal-metal) impact", is a testing method where a small to mid-size instrument is subjected 
to far-field shock environment occurring in a resonant structure (e.g. resonant plate bench) excited by a mechanical 
impact, i.e.: dropping mass, pendulum or projectile. 
 
Last but not least, Procedure IV: "Equipment shock test with an electrodynamic shaker", can be handy for shock test 
due to sine and random vibration test settings already programmed for a shaker. Shakers allow for a high degree of 
reproducibility and quick preparation for repeating tests. Different classical shock pulses can be easily produced. Apart 
from a classic half-sinus, there are other standard impulse pulse shapes adopted for test procedures like sawtooth, 
triangular, trapezoidal and square (see Figure 2-1).   

However, shakers present too many limitations for shock tests with regard to magnitude, spectra or directions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1 Measurement sensors 

Selection of sensor type and mounting  practise are crucial for a successful vibration test campaign. Since the 
parameters which can be measured for vibration are all related to motion measurement: velocity, displacement or 
acceleration, then a matter of choice between different sensor types is defined by frequency ranges and sensitivity to 
amplitude. Displacement sensors are used for the lowest frequencies, when velocity sensors cover low to medium 
frequencies. Finally, accelerometers are dedicated for high frequency transient signals. 
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Figure 2-1: Examples of classic impulse pulse shapes: half-sinus, square, trapezoidal. 

 

Figure 2-2: Example of small zero-shift presence in SRS. Here: radial response of loading 
interface (application region of HSS fairing clamp band).Figure 2-3: Examples of classic 
impulse pulse shapes: half-sinus, square, trapezoidal. 
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The next stage of the selection process for adequate sensor raises more questions. Temperatures range, type of 
vibration (impulse shape) or presence of magnetic field have to be taken into account among many other variables to 
name. 

Therefore, for shocks and other transient events, the best choice is to use accelerometers. As it was mentioned in 
subsection 1.2 the responses caused by pyro explosions are best recorded with vibratory acceleration, because 
vibratory displacement or velocity are too small to be reasonably measured in frequencies above 1 kHz. 

The LPF shock campaign acquisition system comprised over 150 accelerometers and 8 strain gauges mounted all over 
the test bed and spacecraft on special blocks. In this paper, only some of these accelerometers readings were analysed 
and presented, as identified to represent a correct mapping of the satellite responses.  

2.1.2 Typical measurement errors 

The list of hostile environment factors which can disturb accelerometer readings is vast and includes for example 
influence of: humidity, saturation, gas, dust, temperature, pressure, sound, force, strain, gravity, centrifugal force, 
magnetic fields, electrostatic fields, poor attachment, cable stresses, faults and loading, loose connector,  input circuit 
loading, sloppy voltage variations and ground loops. The problem of a natural frequency of accelerometer itself and 
thus resonance of sensor’s transducer is solved already by a manufacturer. The user only needs to follow validity 
ranges of every accelerometer [2,4]. 

Some measurement errors can be caused simply by mounting a wrong sensor or choosing inadequate G-range. Wrong 
calibration can also be a problem, which means that sensor is not scaled to zero correctly. 

2.1.2.1 Zero-shift 

Zero-shift is a common linearity error in piezoelectric accelerometers caused by DC offset in time history. This error 
usually is taken away from output, but some remnants can still be present.  Such situation is noticeable in readings 
taken by accelerometers at VESTA test campaign. An example of very minor zero-shift is presented in Figure 2-2 as 
observed in comparison to SRS derived in computational analysis (“R58 suspension-LOW”) and SRS derived from real 
measurements (“R52 LPF-low_freq”). The shift is visible for frequencies  below 100 Hz.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-2: Example of small zero-shift presence in SRS. Here: radial responses at loading 
interface (application region of HSS fairing clamp band). 

 

Figure 2-3: Example of small zero-shift presence in SRS. Here: radial response of loading 
interface (application region of HSS fairing clamp band). 

Test data, Test data resampled  
model WITHOUT suspension (non-susp-LOW) 
model WITH suspension (suspension-LOW) 
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2.2 VEGA SHOCK TEST APPARATUS 

The main events which are sources of shock at Vega Launch Vehicle upper stage (see Figure 2-4) potentially 
engendering spacecraft integrity are fairing jettisoning, stage separation for sub-orbital flight (4th stage separates off 
3rd stage: Z9) and spacecraft separation itself (LPF with its propulsion module separates from the upper composite of 
the launcher). VESTA shock test aims to measure shock levels all over spacecraft caused by fairing clamp band release 
event. The test is considered fully representative. The upper Vega composite consists of Attitude Vernier Upper 
Module (AVUM QM) including mass dummies and simulant propellant, the Payload Adapter with clamping system 
attaching the spacecraft (Launch Composite Module) to it , the Z9 inter stage-skirt and finally a fairing boat-tail 
representing Vega payload fairing with its HSS clamp band release system. The system is suspended on dedicated air 
cushions, to isolate the upper composite from ground reflection effect. Please refer to Figure 2-3, Figure 2-4,           
Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-4. 

VESTA test supports shock qualification of payloads flying on Vega, with respect to fairing HSS release. It has been 
observed and demonstrated that a linear extrapolation law can be applied to obtain in-flight shock levels at payload 
base. Firstly, the HSS clamp band is tightened to nominal tension at installation (so called Low Level test). The 
accelerometers are installed at main interfaces and at base of equipment units. The in-flight shock levels at the units 
base are obtained by simple multiplication of shock levels obtained at Low Level test with “linear extrapolation law” 
ratio. Additionally, for frequencies over 3 kHz the Limit Load Factor is included in that multiplication sequence. Limit 
Load Factor is obtained by comparing spacecraft interface shock levels to applicable Vega specification levels. Last but 
not least, a 3dB margin is added. The final shock levels are compared to every single subsystem and unit shock 
qualification chart.   

During the test campaign in July 2011, the first shock qualification method was conducted and the HSS fairing clamp 
band was tightened to maximum 35 kN as nominal tension at installation. A flight level tension is 80 kN, when 
maximum flight tension is applied, but such load was not applied during the tests. Instead, only lower tension testing 
was undertaken, as being a low risk testing. This allowed to define scaling methods and investigate on internal 
transmissibility. This thesis discusses results obtained from 35 kN tests. The qualifying environment was then derived 
by linear scaling in proportion of the applied preload, and considering a qualification margin of 3 dB. 

LISA Pathfinder which is coupled with VESTA, comprises two modules: the Science Module (SCM) and the Propulsion 
Module (PRM) (see Figure 3-4). Together they are the Launch Composite Module (LCM). For the test campaign SCM 
was provided as Structure Model (STM) built to flight standard and equipped with mass dummies. PRM was provided 
as complete flight model with simulant propellant. The structure model is different from the flight model only by 
absence of harness and some light equipment units and bracketry. When it comes to the units dummies, they are 
accommodated at correct locations and they are representative with respect to basic features like interface, mass or 
Centre of Gravity (CoG). 

A discussed in subsection 1.2 and presented in Figures 2-5,6,7, shock environment region type is identified after the 
shock event location and its type. As will be proved in later chapters and as presented in Figures 2-5,6,7, VESTA exhibits 
the characteristics a typical shock environment, for example shock peak amplitude in near-field region is five times 
the shock amplitude on boundary of medium- and far-fields. 
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Figure 2-4: Full Launch Vehicle sketch. On top: Vega LV comprising 
AVUM Upper Stage, Adapter, Fairing and payload (here: LPF). 

Figure 2-6: Typical waveform example in VESTA medium-field. 
Maximum amplitude on the graph: 100g. 

 

Figure 2-7: Typical waveform example in VESTA near-field. 

Figure 2-7: Typical waveform example in VESTA near-field. Maximum 
amplitude on the graph: 2500g. 

 

Figure 2-8: Top: finite element model of VESTA with Lisa Path Finder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Far-field 

Medium-field 

Near-field 

Medium-field 

Figure 2-3: Vega Shock Test Apparatus during Lisa Path Finder 
shock test campaign. Approximated shock environment division. 

 

Figure 2-4: Figure 2-5: Vega Shock Test Apparatus during Lisa 
Path Finder shock test campaign. Approximated shock 
environment division. 

Figure 2-5: Typical waveform example in VESTA far-field. 
Maximum amplitude on the graph: 5e-06g. 

 

Figure 2-6: Typical waveform example in VESTA medium-field. 
Maximum amplitude on the graph: 100g.Figure 2-7: Typical 
waveform example in VESTA far-field. Maximum amplitude on 
the graph: 5e-06g. 
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3 CHAPTER 

FEA FOR SHOCK ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION  

In this paper the input parameters for finite elements computational analysis are optimised so that achieved results 
are as much as possible correlated with results obtained from LPF test campaign. This optimisation is described in 
Chapter 5. Additionally, Chapter 6 discusses the refinement techniques of finite element equipment units and their 
influence on analysis. Chapter 3 introduces basic information about MSC Nastran solver which was used to conduct 
shock simulation. The finite element model of LPF and VESTA coupled together was provided externally                               
(see Figure 3-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 MSC NASTRAN 

MSC Nastran is a well-recognised recognised engineering solver for various mechanical analysis. The analysis 
presented in this thesis was run in MSC Nastran using MSC Patran as interface. MSC issues user manuals for Nastran 
explaining numerical methods and theoretical background behind their solver code. Since dynamic problems are 
approached in this thesis, the ‘MSC Nastran Dynamic Analysis User’s Guide 2012’ with ECSS Shock handbook were a 
major source of information for this chapter. 

Even though MSC Nastran is a powerful software, it has limitations. Thus, analysis optimisation is essential and each 
problem requires to have its own solving strategy. Available computation resources are limited. For instance, dynamic 
analysis requires about four times more memory than static analysis. Too long or complicated analysis introduces 
issues with computation time and also growing files size, which can make them hard to store or even to open. 

Figure 3-1: Top: finite element model of VESTA with Lisa Path Finder. 
Bottom, from left: inter stage skirt, AVUM, Adapter, LPF (SCM+PRM). 
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Depending on model complexity, integration time step duration and number of time steps, the analysis can take 
several hours to finish.  

Two solvers are available for analysis of structural transient response forced by loading input: SOL 109 (Implicit Direct 
Transient Response Analysis) and SOL 112 (Explicit Modal Transient Response Analysis). For a grid point, the 
displacement, velocity and acceleration can be obtained, whereas for an element it is force and stress. Analysis method 
used in this investigation was SOL 109. 

3.1.1 Implicit Direct Transient Response Analysis SOL 109 

In this type of analysis a system response to loading is integrated over time directly, which means that a displacement 
for the next time increment is unknown. Integration is over a set of coupled equations of motion. The dynamic 
equation (1) is defined in matrix form with mass matrix [M], damping matrix [C] (which user’s manual denotes as [B]) 
and stiffness matrix [K]. The consecutive steps of numerical algorithm as implemented into SOL 109 are available in 
MSC Dynamic Analysis User’s Manual and also summarized below:  

Equation of motion:      [𝑀]{�̈�(𝑡)} + [𝐶]{�̇�(𝑡)} + [𝐾]{𝑥(𝑡)} = {𝐹(𝑡)} 

Central finale difference for velocity:   {�̇�𝑛} =  
1

2𝛥𝑡
{𝑥𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑛−1} 

Central finite difference for acceleration:  {�̈�𝑛} =  
1

𝛥𝑡2 {𝑥𝑛+1 − 2𝑥𝑛 + 𝑥𝑛−1} 

 

 Averaging force over three adjacent points: 

[
𝑀

𝛥𝑡2] (𝑥𝑛+1 − 2𝑥𝑛 + 𝑥𝑛−1) + [
𝐶

2𝛥𝑡
] (𝑥𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑛−1) + [

𝐾

3
] (𝑥𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑥𝑛−1) =

1

3
(𝐹𝑛+1 + 𝐹𝑛 + 𝐹𝑛−1) 

Rewritten equation of motion with reordered terms: [𝐴1]{𝑥𝑛+1} = [𝐴2] + [𝐴3]{𝑥𝑛} + [𝐴4]{𝑥𝑛−1} 

[𝐴1] =   [
𝑀

𝛥𝑡2 +  
𝐶

2𝛥𝑡
+

𝐾

3
 ]  

[𝐴2] =   
1

3
(𝐹𝑛+1 + 𝐹𝑛 + 𝐹𝑛−1)  

[𝐴1] =   [
2𝑀

𝛥𝑡2 −
𝐾

3
 ]  

[𝐴4] =   [−
𝑀

𝛥𝑡2 +  
𝐶

2𝛥𝑡
−

𝐾

3
 ]  

By decomposition of matrix A1 and transfer on the right side, a transient solution displacement is obtained. That is why 
it is recommended to keep Δt fixed, so that additional decomposition of matrix A1 is avoided. If the user does not need 
to define initial conditions x0 and �̇�0, they are by default set to zero. 

3.1.2 Explicit Modal Transient Response Analysis SOL 112 

The alternative analysis method derives from using structure mode shapes and uncouples equations of motion in order 
to reduce them, which can significantly improve computation time. Then individual modal responses are summed up 
into one final solution. It is possible to indicate lower and upper frequency limits and number of the modes which user 
decides that are useful.  

SOL 112 was not used in any analysis for this investigation. 

3.2 MODEL VERIFICATION 

3.2.1 Nastran Normal Modes Analysis SOL 103 

Modal analysis is also called real eigenvalue analysis. It provides natural frequencies of the structure and 
corresponding mode shapes. Eigen modes are essential as a guideline for further assessment of responses to particular 
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loading geometry and its potential criticality. It is a fist essential to understand which modes are involved in a response. 
Some loading geometries can highly induce damaging responses if natural frequency is met. 

Modal analysis is used for a standard model check, for example to search for hidden unwanted mechanisms. For a 
rigid model, first 6 modes should be representing translation and rotation at 0 Hz and then the 7th mode indicates first 
structural modal shape. For VESTA the 7th -14th modes  occurred at about 1.3 Hz representing propulsion sloshing 
family, and then from 15th mode at 28 Hz onwards is where the actual structure modal shapes start. 

3.2.2 Required elements size 

Elements throughout the model are, on average, the same size. A typical element size at loading interface is about   
1.5 cm. Considering radius at which forcing function is applied R = 0.97 m on the 192 nodes circumference, then                       
x = πR2 / 192 = 0.0153 m. The approximated wave speed in a material is ν = 7000 m/s. If this wave speed is used with 
the highest frequency from 100 Hz to 10000 Hz frequency range used in SRS calculation, then the resulting wave length 
becomes λ = ν/f = 7000[m/s] / 10000 [Hz] = 0.7 m .  
 
A certain number of elements should fit into one wave length. With a 1.5 cm edge length element the accuracy of 46 
elements per wave length can be achieved (70 cm / 1.5 cm = 46) and this is already accounted for a very high wave 
frequency of 10 kHz. Usually only several elements per wave length are needed to meet this requirement, so even if 
there are bigger elements of for example 2,3 or 4 cm on a wave trail, this is still fine. 

3.2.3 Responses animation on partial model 

When preparing a model it is also a good practice to test separate parts of the model first. It can reveal some model 
issues, but also help in assessment whether or not a forcing function applied on the model was defined correctly. In 
this case, AVUM was extracted out of the whole finite element model. Before post-processing the frequency responses 
in Dynaworks, the displacement responses at loading interface (where forcing function was applied) were visualised 
in time in Patran. Responses every Δt = 0.5e-4 s were put together into an animated movie showing visually how the 
displacement responses are developing in time. It helped to asses if loading geometry and forcing function were 
defined correctly. Figure 3-2 presents displacements at t = 0.02 s, which is directly preceding fairing clamp band release 
event where loading is fully developed (which means it reaches its maximum). 

 

Analysing displacement pattern in Figure 3-2 it can 
be concluded that forcing function was defined 
correctly. At locations of shear walls, the 
displacement is reduced due to greater local 
stiffness (dark blue), in opposition to locations at 
45° off shear walls where maximum (orange-red 
regions) is reached. 

Such animations can be recorded for any model 
part including full model itself and this was also 
done for this analysis in a process of analysing some 
of the results. Also, a visual representation of 
displacements, velocities or accelerations changing  
in time can simply serve as a support to final 
frequency responses presented on SRS charts. 

Figure 3-2: A still frame from animation of displacement responses at loading 
interface of AVUM right before clamp band release event. 
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However this procedure can consume a lot of 
memory and be “too heavy” for Patran to handle it 
smoothly. Thus, in case of verification of a forcing 
function step definition, it is recommended to work 
on reduced models like it was done with AVUM 
model. When it comes to presentation of results on 
a full model, one should carefully consider which 
region or interface will be displayed, so that only 
those regions are requested in .dat input file in 
Nastran. In addition to this, to remove view 
obstacles the unnecessary model parts can be 
hidden in Patran, which additionally speeds up 
rendering.  Such visualisation approach is presented 
in Figure 3-3, where almost entire finite elements 
model is hidden and only interfaces of user interest 
remain visible. 

In process of creating animations it was found that 
for large models it is better to use .op2 results file, 
because .xdb format tended to provide faulty 
displays.  

 

 

3.3 ANALYSIS PREPARATION 
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Figure 3-4: Shock propagation path at 
VESTA with main interfaces identified. 

 

Figure 3-5: Shock propagation path at 
VESTA with main interfaces identified. 

Figure 3-3:Radial displacement response at t = 0.375 s of loading interface and 
s/c interface. 

 

Figure 3-4:Radial displacement response at t=0.-375[s] of loading interface 
and s/c interface. 
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3.3.1 Identification of the main shock propagation path and relevant interfaces 

Prior to running analysis, the main interfaces and regions useful for shock propagation analysis as well as for model 
verification, should be identified. Consecutive tracking of structural responses along shock propagation path reveals 
gradual changes in responses pattern and can bring attention to some abnormal responses which can be caused by 
faulty finite element model, model limitations or wrong choice of element types, connectors etc.  Shock propagation 
path for VESTA is presented in Figure 3-4. 

3.3.2 Basic functions and remarks 

Forcing function can be defined by a manual input in .dat file Bulk Section. Basic set of functions used for this dynamic 
analysis (please remember the analysis was run with SOL 109) were DLOAD, TLOAD, DAREA, TSTEP and TABLED1. 
Special parameters to set were PARAM G and W3 (please refer to section 3.4). 

It is considered as a good practise to organise model .bdf/.dat file into sections, or create a separate file which would 
call by “INCLUDE” all subparts and interface links. It is also advised to review .bdf files exported by Patran in order to 
make sure no changes to the model appeared. This is because Patran happens to renumber some elements, materials, 
MPCs etc. 

3.4 DAMPING 

This section aims to introduce the reader to damping phenomenon. Information for this short overview was derived 
from references [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] and [15]. 

3.4.1 Viscous, hysteretic and structural damping 

Damping refers to energy dissipation in form of heat by a material under a mechanical load.  Elastic materials  store 
the applied energy which is released after the load is gone, and thus they oscillate around it’s equilibrium. On the 
other hand plastic materials do not store that energy when load is applied, but they dissipated the energy, so that 
when the loading force is gone the material is left deformed.  

Two main types of damping are characterised: internal damping and structural damping. Internal damping consist of 
either viscous or hysteretic damping, which refer to physical characteristics of a material. Structural damping refers to 
friction between structure interfaces or structure connections. Hysteretic damping is an alternative damping model to 
viscous damping and also generally considered as more precise than viscous model. 

In reality none of the materials is perfectly elastic. Some damping is always present, otherwise some materials would 
oscillate infinitely with constant amplitude after release of loading. This non-perfect elasticity is known as hysteretic 
loop which characterises in general viscoelastic materials and helps in quantifying damped energy during 
measurement process. The concept of viscous damping (using a simplified models) is quite old and handy in vibrational 
analysis as a damping force which it is causing is proportional to a first derivative of the deformation (which is velocity) 
leading to a linear equation in vibration analysis: 

𝐹𝑐 = −𝑐
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
        (4) 

Dissipated energy is proportional to square of amplitude xo and frequency of oscillation ω dissipated in one oscillation 
period T = 2π/ω: 

𝑥 = 𝑥0 sin(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)                  (5) 

�̇� = 𝜔𝑥0 cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝜑)             (6) 

𝑑𝑥 = �̇�𝑑𝑡                 (7) 

Since for viscous damping there is no phase shift 𝑥 = 𝑥0 sin 𝜔𝑡. Finally: 

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = ∫ 𝐹𝑐𝑑𝑥
𝑇

0
= ∫ 𝑐�̇�𝑑𝑥

𝑇

0
= 𝑐 ∫ �̇�2𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0
=  𝜋𝑐𝑥0

2𝜔                  (8) 

As it was mentioned in subsection 1.3, the viscoelastic materials exhibit linear relation between stress and strain as 
per Hook’s law (σ = Eε) within its application region. In general the best known model for viscoelastic materials is a 
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standard linear solid model introducing stress and strain rates strongly referring to materials hysteretic loop. This 
model includes phenomenon like relaxation, creep or recovery, that are described by other simpler models 
individually: 

𝜎 +  𝛼
𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐸𝜀 + 𝛽𝐸

𝑑𝜀

𝑑𝑡
        (9) 

where: 
σ – stress 
ε – strain 
E – relaxed modulus of elasticity 
α – strain relaxation time 
β – viscosity/stress relaxation time 

However it was found hard to implement this full model into numerical methods. Thus it is rather used to describe 
rheological behaviour and simpler models like Kelvin-Voight or Maxwell models are used instead. 

On the other hand, the hysteretic damping introduces a phase lag between stress and strain which implements into 
relevant equations a complex part and a phase shift I = 90°. This lag, which affect damping forces to be out of phase 
with the displacement, is constant and independent of frequency, thus it is possible to define complex Young’s 
modulus and complex stiffness. What is interesting, an average slope of energy stress-strain hysteresis curve is simply 
a classic Young’s modulus (see Figure 3-5). 

 

𝐸∗ = 𝐸(1 + 𝑖𝜂) = 𝐸𝑅 + 𝑖𝐸𝐼         (10) 

𝑘∗ = 𝑘(1 + 𝑖𝜂)    (11) 

 

where: 
E* - complex Young’s modulus 
k*- complex stiffness 
ER – storage modulus 
EI – loss modulus 
η – loss factor 

 

 

The two differential equations describing those two types of damping models are: 

𝑚�̈� +  𝑐�̇� + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡    (for viscous damping)     (12) 

𝑚�̈� +  𝑘(1 + 𝑖𝜂)𝑥 = 𝑅𝑒[𝐹𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡]   (for hysteretic damping)    (13) 

The above two formulas and the fact that for hysteretic damping �̇� equals to  �̇� = 𝑅𝑒[𝑥0𝑖𝜔𝑒(𝑖𝜔𝑡−𝜀)] = 𝑖𝜔𝑥 derived 

from 𝑥 = 𝑅𝑒[𝑥0𝑒(𝑖𝜔𝑡−𝜀)] yield a formula for equivalent viscous damping coefficient: 

𝑐�̇� = 𝑐𝑖𝜔𝑥 ⇒   𝑐𝑖𝜔𝑥 = 𝑘𝑖𝜂𝑥 ⇒  𝑐 =
𝑘𝜂

𝜔
                    (14) 

Also, as for viscous damping the dissipated energy is equal to 𝜋𝑐𝑥0
2𝜔, then for hysteretic damping the energy equals: 

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 =  𝜋𝑘𝜂𝑥0
2       (15) 

For complete theory and equations set please refer to [11], [12], [13], [14] and [15]. 

Figure 3-5: Hysteretic strass-strain curve.  

 

Figure 3-6: Hysteretic strass-strain curve.  
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Then, what are the main differences between hysteretic and viscous models? For the viscous system the energy 
dissipated per cycle depends linearly on the frequency oscillation, whereas for the hysteretic case it is independent of 
the frequency. Viscous damping is known to be proportional to velocity whereas hysteretic damping is proportional 
to displacement. However, they are both still proportionally dependent to the square of amplitude and both are in-
phase with velocity. Also, hysteretic damping model is validated for harmonic motions of not too low frequency and 
can only appear in equations of motion that are described in frequency domain not in time domain. Since nowadays 
numerical methods are based on integration in time domain this creates a severe limitation for applying hysteretic 
model. A solid advantage of hysteretic damping model is that the structure resonance peak always occurs at the 
undamped natural frequency, when for viscous model the bigger damping the lower peak shows up. 

Then, there is a structural damping related to mechanical friction between structure connections and interfaces. This 
kind of damping is difficult to predict or calculate because of particular features of every structure, however a common 
observation in engineering world is that it is reasonable to assume ξ = 0.05. Structural damping is a dominant damping. 
Due to different kinds of interacting interfaces, three main types of damping sources can be highlighted: dry friction 
(Coulomb friction), viscous friction (lubricated interfaces) and bolted, welded stuck or riveted connections. The created 
damping force is directed against velocity vector at each oscillation cycle turn. 

3.4.2 Nastran SOL 109 and Equivalent Viscous Damping  

In some literature, it is mentioned that “hysteretic damping” term might be sometimes used exchangeable with 
“structural” or “material” damping terms. Indeed, such wording is used as well in Nastran manuals, where instead of 
“hysteretic damping” the user reads “structural damping”.   

The Direct Transient Solution can use only a viscous damping model, because it does not permit complex parts as they 
exist in more precise hysteretic damping model. As explained in Nastran user’s guide, the complex term present in 
stiffness matrix in time domain would violate the direct transient numerical code, as a current given point in time can 
only be affected by past events, whereas complex term is phase shifted ahead  in time. Instead, the viscous damping 
model is used, which is derived from hysteretic damping model by applying the equivalent viscous damping coefficient 
as per formula (14), which is represented graphically in Figure 3-6 and where b denotes viscous damping c, G denotes 
loss coefficient η, u denotes displacement x, and f denotes force F.  

If using hysteretic damping with complex term is necessary for analysis or the effect of damping on structural 
responses needs to be closely investigated, then an alternative solution SOL 107 called Direct Complex Eigenvalue 
Analysis can be used, which can handle hysteretic damping without conversions. 

 

Figure 3-6: Equivalent viscous damping.  

 

 

 

Over -damped 

 

Over -damped 

Under-damped 

 

Under-damped 
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3.4.3 PARAM G and W3 

A dynamic equation of motion (1) has its damping matrix defined in SOL 109  as global damping matrix [C] (Nastran 
user’s manual denotes it as [B]): 

[𝐶] = [𝐶1] + [𝐶2] +
𝐺

𝑊3
[𝐾] +

1

𝑊4
∑ 𝐺𝐸 [𝐾𝐸]     (16) 

The hysteretic-viscous conversion as described in previous paragraph can be successful only if there is present one 
reliable dominating structure response frequency. Such frequency was known for the analysis conducted for this work 
and was derived during the real tests campaign. The introduced W3, which is the frequency in radians per unit time, 
was set at 800 Hz which was found to be the main mode frequency for VESTA. W3 refers to frequency of overall 
structural damping applied to overall stiffness matrix. 

In general, either W3 or W4 parameters are used. W4 refers to frequency of a particular structural element and is used 
to define a particular material group on MATi entry. It is a useful parameter if certain regions of the model need to be 
defined with specific entries. Otherwise, it is set to zero by default. Due to its rather high level of complicacy it was 

not used for the analysis presented in further chapters. Hence, the term 
1

𝑊4
∑ 𝐺𝐸 [𝐾𝐸] is equal to zero. 

Matrix [B1] and [B2] describe damping as referred to specific damping elements and transfer functions used by Nastran 
or for example a Rayleigh damping if present. 

Conversion of hysteretic damping into equivalent viscous damping creates a problem of under-damped and over-
damped response regions as presented in Figure 3-6. Thus, the analysis is sometimes parametrised in a way that couple 
of analysis cases with differently set frequencies W3 are run and then put together into one solution in a post-
processing routine. 

3.5 SIGNAL POST-PROCESSING IN DYNAWORKS 

In order to analyse transient responses in SRS form, the output data produced by Nastran was requested in .dw file 
format. The request is placed in .dat Nastran input file in Executive Control Deck. The file can be directly imported for 
further signal processing to DynaWorks developed by Intespace. 

To convert waveform signals into SRS, some self-programmed macros have been developed in Dynaworks. Firstly, the 
sampling rate and duration need to be updated before calculating SRS. This was defined with “sample2” function with 
the same numbers as integration time duration and analysis duration defined beforehand in Nastran. For example if 
in Nastran Δt was defined as Δt = 0.25e-4 s and analysis duration was 0.2 s, then tuples sampling in Dynaworks would 
be indicated as t = 0 : 0.2 : 0.00005. Such definition provides highest accuracy that is achievable, but of course sampling 
can be defined coarser if user decides. 
Frequency resolution under SRS was defined in 24 octave system between 100 Hz and 10 kHz. SRS was obtained with 
“SHOCKSP” command requesting Q = 10, output in acceleration and maximum responses type of SRS. 
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4 CHAPTER 

ANALYSIS PARAMETRIZATION 

In this chapter the effects of modelling a forcing function and associated parameters on transient analysis results are 
investigated. This modelling aims to correlate analysis results with results obtained from LPF test campaign. Loading 
geometry, introduction of model suspension, duration of analysis and integration time step duration are taken into 
account. Regarding forcing function, influence of detailed modelling of a clamp band release event and nodal forces 
distribution due to friction losses is checked. Modal shapes analysis of the model with respect to applied forcing 
function and obtained analysis results is presented. 

4.1 VESTA FINITE ELEMENTS MODEL: SENSORS LOCATION AND DAMPING 
     

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 

Damping parameters for the analysis were set as follows: 
- 1.25% structural damping (PARAM G 0.0125) 
- Viscous and hysteretic damping set equal at 800Hz  (PARAM W3 5026.0, where W3 = 2*π*f) 

For transient response analysis SOL109 the structural damping is converted to equivalent viscous damping, therefore 
a compromise between constant structural damping and force proportional viscous damping needs to be made. As 
presented in Figure 3-6, there is a frequency where these two damping forces are equal for a constant amplitude 
sinusoidal motion, and this is a frequency to be chosen for W3 parameter implemented into Nastran. However this 
creates a problem of overdamping above that frequency and underdamping below that frequency. Thus, at later stages 
more analysis will be run for the same case with altered value of PARAM W3, so that SRS from different frequency 

Figure 4-1: Vesta side view with 
section views (A-A, B-B) defined. 

A-A 

Section view A-A. Nodes assigned in 
a finite element  model to 

accelerometers 60, 62, 64 and 66: 
Node 105201: 105296. 

B-B 

Section view B-B. Nodes assigned in a 
finite element model to accelerometers 

T2 and T3: initially Node 
9010000:9010383 corresponding to a 
loading interface due to a convenience 

and close vicinity to sensors exact 
location, but later on other sets of 

locations are also investigated. 
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Figure 4-3: Uniformly 
distributed nodal loading. 

ranges are then interpolated into one SRS. 800 Hz frequency was chosen for PARAM W3. From empirical experience 
this is usually a normal frequency for such spacecraft.             

4.2 FORCING FUNCTION: 

To represent a clamp band pre-tension a forcing function as presented in Figure 4-1 was chosen to start with. 
Considering the analysis validity for frequencies below ~2 kHz, a basic time step duration was decided to be 0.5e-4 s. 
This number comes from a basic wavelength period of 1/2000[Hz] = 5e-4 s. However, taking into account the Nyquist 
sampling rule, sampling time step duration should be equal at least 5e-4[s]/2 = 2.5e-4 s. Finally, ECSS recommendation 
for shock simulations advices to choose a sampling time step duration at least 8 times smaller than a basic wavelength 
period, which in this case gives 5e-4[s]/8 = 0.625e-4 s. Rounding this number down for our convenience gives 0.5e-4s. 
 
Forcing function gradually increases starting after first time step to reach maximum after 10 ms. The rate is low 
enough, so that no extra responses or disturbances are induced. In any case, maximum value is held for next 10 ms 
for unwanted responses to dissipate. Then, a clamp band release between 0.02 s and 0.0202 s is observed on a time 
line. Preliminary clamp band release event was chosen to take 0.2 ms. Considering a wavelength propagation speed 
of  7000 m/s in our material, and ring radius of ~ 0.97 m, then propagation per clamp band should be around 0.4 ms           
(= 0.8 ms for the whole circumference). Due to the fact that there are two pyrocutters, a full tension release should 
take 0.2 ms. 
 
In following steps all the parameters, including overall forcing function duration, are investigated. Clamp band tension 
during tests was adjusted to 35 kN. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4-2: Preliminary forcing function applied to analysis. 

4.3 LOADING GEOMETRY (SOL109-2): 

To optimally and realistically represent loading geometry, three variants of loading were considered using the 
formulas below to calculate force per node (see Figure 4-3): 

 

Radial line load introduced by n radial forces along the perimeter: 𝜙𝑅 =
𝐹𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒−𝑖∗𝑛

2𝜋𝑅
 

Radial line load introduced by the clamp band: 𝜙𝑅 =
𝑇0

𝑅
 

Radial force per node equivalent to the band tension: 𝐹𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒−𝑖 =
2𝜋

𝑛
𝑇0 
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1. Clamp band pre-tension applied on upper row of nodes (sol109-2-2) 
Upper row loading embraces Nodes 9010191:901383, in total 192 uniformly distributed nodes on clamp interface 
spaced every 1.875⁰ on 0.97 m radius.  
Since n = 192 and T0 = 35kN, then 𝑭𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆−𝒊 = 𝟏𝟏𝟒𝟓. 𝟑𝟕𝑵 

 

             
 
 

2. Clamp band pre-tension applied on lower row of nodes (sol109-2-1) 
Similar as above, but bottom row is loaded. Loaded nodes: 9010000 through 9010191. 

                   

 

3. Clamp band pre tension applied on both upper and lower rows of nodes (sol109-1-05) 
Similar as above, but both upper and bottom rows are loaded. Loaded nodes: 9010000 through 9010191,  
and 9010192 through 9010383.  

 

              
 

Since n = 192*2 = 384 and T0 = 35kN, then 𝑭𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆−𝒊 =
𝟏𝟏𝟒𝟓.𝟑𝟕 𝑵

𝟐
= 𝟓𝟕𝟐. 𝟓 𝑵 
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With this initial analysis, based on assumptions presented in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, a noticeable difference between the 
three presented loading schemes can be observed. The transient loads simulation is quite sensitive to loading 
geometry. Thus, it should be approached carefully. In order to get as close as possible to a physical representation of 
the loading, further analysis will follow variant 3, which is the 2-row loading method. From the ratio graph visible on                
Figure 4-6, it is seen that the two other loading schemes, both axial and radial cases, differ from the 2-row loading 
scheme by about ±0÷0.3 dB below 2 kHz, and about ±0.8 dB above 2 kHz. For frequencies above 2 kHz the time step 
duration becomes a limitation and fails to fully explore responses in that frequency range. High frequencies spectrum 
is also subjected to overdamping caused by the equivalent viscous model and this is also a contribution to limited 
analysis for frequencies above 2 kHz. 
 
The slope of sol109-1-05 SRS corresponds to accelerometers readings in a range below 2 kHz for both radial and axial 
cases. The normal mode shows up around 900 Hz at radial direction response, which is close to predicted 800 Hz, 
whereas for axial direction response at s/c interface the main mode appears at around 800 Hz. Analysing LPF axial 
responses, no sharply defined main mode response is present. It rather looks like the whole family of excited modes 
(frequencies between 500 Hz to 1000 Hz).  
 
A direct relation exists between axial and radial responses. Radial behaviour directly influences the whole structure 
transferring responses axially as well. This means that if the Adapter expands or contracts radially , then it also shortens 
or elongates axially respectively. 
 
A mismatch at lowest frequencies between simulation and accelerometers can come from a bad calibration or a lack 
of sensitivity of the accelerometers. They are set to a particular G-range with expected peak and bottom frequencies 
defining range limits. Therefore, some uncertainties close to these regions can appear. In addition to that, 
accelerometers might not be calibrated to zero, which creates small shifts in readings. On the other hand, because the 
presented accelerometers are either very close to loading interface, or directly on that interface, or placed on the 
same structure shell, they are subjected to accelerations of large magnitudes, so that their readings can be sometimes 
doubtful due to issues with sensitivity.  
At these interfaces the above described situation can be accepted. Ultimately, we are interested in simulating and 
correlating the results for internal satellite structure and payload units. These locations are farer from loading 
interface, so that they are less prone to questionable accelerations. 

 

 Test data, 
 2 - row loading, 
 Upper row loading, 
 Bottom row loading 

 

 

 RATIO (in dB): 
 Upper row/2-row loading 
 Bottom row/2-row loading       
 2-row loading/TEST DATA 

 

 

 RATIO (in dB): 
 Upper row/2-row loading 
 Bottom row/2-row loading 
 2-raw loading/TEST DATA 

 

 

Figure 4-4: Average radial responses (SRS) at  the loading interface,  
loading geometry case: sol109-2. 

Figure 4-6: Ring interface radial responses ratio in dB, case: sol109-2. Figure 4-7: S/c interface axial  responses ratio in dB, case: sol109-2. 

Figure 4-5: Average axial responses (SRS) at the s/c interface, loading 
geometry case sol109-2. 

 Test data, 
 2 - row loading, 
 Upper row loading, 
 Bottom row loading 
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Below, Figures 4-8 and 4-9 expose how that primary obtained results would comply with +3 dB qualification margin. 
Accelerometers readings mostly fit within that margin, especially in <2 kHz which is the limit of results validity. One 
should remember, that the SRS of radial sol109-1-05 case refers to Nodes 901000:9010383 which are located on the 
ring interface, whereas the accelerometers T2 and T3 are placed a little bit above the ring on the lowest part of the 
Adapter. 

 

4.4 INITIAL RUN ANALYSIS (MODAL ANALYSIS): 

Table 1 presents a comparison of radial and axial responses of VESTA and the clamp band ring extracted out of VESTA 
with the same 2-row loading scheme. This, along with following calculation and normal modes analysis, targets to 
show a dependency between VESTA responses pattern, the ring modes, and the Adapter. 
 
The loading scheme is purely radial (in-plane), so instinctively one can suspect that the mostly excited modes of VESTA 
are those associated with in-plane responses. Since the loading is applied directly on a ring and most of the remaining 
VESTA parts are cylindrical or conical, it can be presumed that the ring modal pattern is an indicator of the entire 
VESTA responses and that relation between ring – Adapter – VESTA is direct.  
Ring in-plane normal modes are described by flexural modes (in-plane bending modes) and a breathing mode (first 
extension mode). Flexural modes of a simple ring are described by equation (17) and a breathing mode is described 
by equation (18): 
 

𝑓𝑛 =  
2𝑛(𝑛2−1)

𝜋𝑑2√𝑛2+1
√

𝐸𝐼𝑦

𝑚
 , n = 1,2,3,4…..                                                           (17) 

 𝑓𝑟 =  2𝜋√
𝐸

𝜌𝑅
                                                                             (18) 

where: 
n – mode number 
d – Ring diameter spanned between ring cross-sections geometrical centres, in this case: 1911.3 mm 
R – Ring radius, R = d/2 
E – Young modulus, in our case: 70999998000 N/m2 
Iy – Ring cross-section moment of inertia, in this case (simplified): Iy = hb3/12 
m – Mass per arc length, in our case: m = M/2πR = 30.32682 kg / (2π*0.95565 m)  = 5.05 kg/m 
ρ – density, in this case: 3164 kg/m3 

 
Equations 17 and 18 were hand-calculated and compared to the modes obtained from MSC Nastran, in order to 
verify accuracy of results from computational analysis. In the hand-calculations, the ring cross-section is assumed to 
be a rectangle with h = 0.039 m and b = 0.041 m (Figure 4-10). This results in Iy = 2.23993e-07 m4. Table 1 presents 
modes comparison with pictures of the modes as seen in Patran. Hand-calculated modes agree with SOL103 
provided modes. Small differences are naturally a result of simplifications.   

Figure 4-8: Average radial responses (SRS)  at loading interface, 
case:  sol109-1-05 with +3dB qualification margin marked. 

Figure 4-9: Average axial responses (SRS)  at spacecraft interface, 
case: sol109-1-05 with +3dB qualification margin marked. 

 Test data, 
 2 - row loading, 
 2 - row loading +3dB 
  

 

 

 Test data, 
 2 - row loading, 
 2 - row loading +3dB 
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Ring pictures in Table 1 reveal that its flexural modes are not completely in-plane. This 
is due to the fact, that ring cross-section is not symmetrical. It gives a hint, that those 
modes will not be that decisive in VESTA SRS. They can still be greatly excited and thus 
influence the whole VESTA structure, but not as strongly as if they were completely 
in-plane.   

Ring breathing mode is also presented in Table 1. This is a crucial mode, because it 
considers a fully radial and uniform contraction, whereas in case of flexural modes the 
total length of a ring remains constant. 

 

 

Table 1: Ring flexural (bending) modes. Hand calculation vs. sol103 Nastran results. 

Mode 
number n 

Frequency [Hz] 
– hand 
calculation 

Frequency [Hz] – 
Nastran/Patran 
results 

Mode number 
as per Nastran 

Mode shape as per Nastran 

0 788.9 786 42 

 
1 0.00 0 1,2,3,4,5,6 

 
2 26.24 26.167 9,10 

 
3 74.22 74.1244 13,14 

 
4 142.31 142.1 17,18 

 
5 230.14 229.48 21,22 

 
6 337.61 335.86 25,26 following pattern continues 

7 464.67 460.87 29,30 - || - 

8 611.32 604.1 34,35 - || - 

9 777.54 765.13 40,41 - || - 

Figure 4-10: Ring cross section with 
simplified dimension assumptions. 
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10 963.32 943.47 47,48 - || - 

11 1168.66 1138.7 53,54 - || - 

12 1393.57 1350.2 59,60 - || - 

13 1638.03 1577.4 63,64 - || - 

14 1902.06 1819.8 71,72 - || - 

15 2185.65 2076.9 77,78 - || - 

16 2488.79 2347.9 81,82 - || - 

17 2811.50 2632.4 89,90 - || - 

18 3153.76 2929.7 95,96 - || - 

 
In a search for completely in-plane modes obtained in Patran, some modes indeed come out to be the key modes in 
further analysis and interpretation of VESTA SRS. These modes with their frequencies are presented on the pictures 
below. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

              786 Hz                                         1111 Hz                                            1756 Hz                                      2482 Hz  

Loading applied in SOL109 analysis is radial, thus it should noticeably excite in-plane modes. Both the ring and AVUM 
have nearly the same diameter, so they should behave similarly. Due to a conical nature of the Adapter which is 
connected with the ring and AVUM, it should react to an in-plane response of a ring within a close range of frequency. 
Also because of radial bending, this should directly affect axial responses creating similar SRS pattern as was discussed 
in a subsection before. Because the Adapter is much bigger in comparison to the ring, it’s contribution to VESTA SRS 
should be dominant, especially with regard to axial responses. For this reason, the normal modes of  Adapter and their 
relation to the ring modes were investigated. Finally, their relation to the whole VESTA SRS was studied.  Conclusions 
of this investigation are presented in Figures 4-11 and 4-12, where such direct relations are appearing and are marked 
in the pictures. 
 
To start with, Adapter mode at 795 Hz is the easiest to interpret and in real conditions can be excited directly by 
applied uniform radial loading. Excitation of mode shape at 1117 Hz is rather related to a dissymmetry of the structure, 
non-symmetrical load distribution (e.g. local friction) or a time delay between two pyrocutters explosions, which 
possibly corresponds with visible energy shift. This mode appears to be very slightly excited in Figure 4-11, because 
this is an ideal case where no structure dissymmetry is present in analysis and loading is uniformly distributed. 
 
As mentioned before, the initial simulation was run for uniform radial loading release, but in reality there are also two 
pyrocutters exploding and releasing the clamp band. Hence, the in-plane ring mode shape at 1756 Hz can potentially 
be easily excited by two pyrocutters explosion followed by a clamp band release. This is why this frequency region is 
already very responsive to the uniform loading scheme. Therefore, in reality when pyrocutters are included, it is 
probable that structure damaging modes could be excited around this frequency. 
 
Modes between 150 - 300 Hz are clearly visible for both simulation SRS and real readings SRS. In that range numerous 
Adapter modes are present at the Adapter base related to ring flexural modes. As showed before, these modes are 
not completely in-plane, however they are still rather flat so possibly can be excited easily under the radial loading. 
Out-of-plane deflection can be induced by shear forces present at ring-AVUM, ring-clamp band and ring-Adapter 
interfaces. AVUM itself can excite flexural modes due to its reinforcement plates as presented in Figure 4-13, which 
introduces n = 4 kind of mode shape that can unleash other modes belonging to this family. 
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Figure 4-11: VESTA: Axial response at s/c interface, radial response at loading interface; extracted ring response and corresponding test 
accelerometers readings. Responses for all nodes of both interfaces (no. 384) are displayed on the graph. 

 
Ring axial response                                                                                                  Accelerometers radial response 
 
                                                                     
                                                                                                                     Accelerometers axial response 
Ring radial response 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                     s/c interface (axial) response 
          Nodes 105201: 105296 (VESTA)                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                     Ring interface (radial) response 
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Region where mode shapes at the bottom of  the 
Adapter, like some ring flexural modes in Table 1 
and modes in Figure 4-13, are intensively induced. 
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Figure 4-12: Adapter ring flexural-related mode shapes. Responses between 150 Hz – 300 Hz are highlighted.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Some of the ring flexural modes, from Table 1: 
n=2 (26 Hz)  n=6 (335 Hz)  n=10 (943 Hz) 
n=3 (74 Hz)  n=7 (460 Hz)  n=11 (1138 Hz) 
n=4 (142 Hz)  n=8 (604 Hz)  n=12 (1350 Hz) 

        n=5 (229 Hz)  n=9 (765 Hz)  n=13 (1577 Hz) 
 
 

            
Examples of Adapter modes related to ring flexural modes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                  n=10 (191 Hz)                                                          n=4 (256 Hz)                   n=5 (218 Hz)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
         n=6 (191 Hz)                             n=7 (194 Hz)                  n=3 (194.27 Hz)                   n=8 (213 Hz)     n=8 (315 Hz) 
 
 
 

Region where modes at the bottom of  the 
Adapter are intensively induced. 

 
 

Example of ring flexural 
mode at n=6 (335 Hz). 
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In Figures 4-14 and 4-15 this family of flexural modes is very visible 

at frequencies around 200 Hz. The graph shows radial responses on 

the s/c interface. In that range, the analysis tends to make responses 

underdamped (refer to Figure 3-6). Therefore, these modes will not 

be in fact that strongly excited. In addition to this, transmitted radial 

responses (here at s/c interface), especially tangential ones, are very 

hard to track and simulate. They should not be taken into account 

but considered only as an additional analysis tool. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4-14: Average radial responses (SRS) at s/c interface.               Figure 4-15: Average tangential responses (SRS) at s/c interface. 

4.5 LOADING FUNCTION ANALYSIS 

To progress with parametrization, a transient signal needs to be analysed in time, in order to make sure that loading 
function was defined correctly, and that it does not falsify obtained SRS. An acceleration response signal of ring 
interface is presented in Figure 4-16 which is directly where loading is applied. Acceleration response in Figure 4-16 
mirrors loading function presented in Figure 4-2. An immediate and very short increase of acceleration at loading start 
point t = 0.5e-4 s can be observed. After the first time step, the acceleration slowly decreases as loading increases up 
to its maximum value at 10 ms.  
 

This is a desired situation in order to avoid excitation and further influence of unwanted signals in order to obtain 
clean SRS. Then, once full loading is developed and its value stops at 10 ms, again an immediate acceleration rise 
appears. Thus, extra 10 ms with fully developed load was added for that unwanted signal to dissipate. The acceleration 
peak shows up at 0.0202 s when clamp band is fully released (loading is gone). Clamp band release was approximated 
for 0.2 ms starting the release at 20 ms, which is after first 400 time steps for this particular time step duration. This 
was assumed by taking interface circumference, in-plane speed of sound in the face sheets equal roughly 7000 m/s 
and keeping in mind the two pyrocutters activated at the same time. Since wave would travel about 0.4 ms from pyro 
to pyro, then a full release happens after approximately 0.2 ms. 
 

Figure 4-13: Displacement of Nodes 9010000:9010383 at 
ring interface where loading is applied. AVUM exposed, 
Reinforcement shear walls are marked red. 

Simulation results 
 
 

LPF accelerometers (averaged 60,62,64,66) 
 
 

 Test data, 
 2 - row loading, 
 Upper row loading, 
 Bottom row loading 

 

 

 Test data, 
 2 - row loading, 
 Upper row loading, 
 Bottom row loading 
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Therefore, this loading function can be considered as an accurate assumption. Allocated time slots seem accurate in 
length in order for the unwanted acceleration peaks to be damped. The loading time (from 0.5e-4 s to 0.1 ms) could 
be possibly shortened by about 50-75 time steps in order to push time steps reduction to maximum and still have a 
convergence to noise achieved for waveform in time domain.  Same applies for second stage when loading is held at 
its maximum value (from 0.1 ms to 0.2 ms). Total benefit could be 100-150 time steps less, which would shorten this 
particular simulation by about 13 minutes. This does not seems to be much enough to make such reduction, thus 
loading function will remain unchanged for now. 

Another argument for keeping the loading pattern unchanged is the acceleration pattern appearing at spacecraft 
interface as per Figure 4-17. If the time steps were cut, the accelerations between t= 0.5e-4 s and t = 20 ms would be 
even more agitated. 

 

 
Figure 4-17:  Transient shock response signal at s/c interface, Node 105242. 

Figure 4-16: Transient shock response signal at loading interface, 
Node 9010274. 

Clamp-band loading 
event: 10 ms 

Solution stabilizing: 10 ms 

Clamp-band loading release: 0.2 ms 
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4.6 VERIFICATION OF ΔT DURATION (SOL109-1) 

Next step after defining forcing function and loading geometry is a time step verification. As discussed before, a default 
time step duration Δt equals 0.5e-4 s. It follows a recommendation of sampling rate being at least 8 times greater than 
requested maximum frequency, which in this analysis is about 2 kHz (limit of validity for shock analysis). Time steps 
compared are:  
 

1. 1e-4 (sol109-1-1, number of time steps: 2000, up to 0.2 s)  
2. 0.5e-4 (sol109-1-05, number of time steps: 4000, up to 0.2 s) 
3. 0.25e-4 (sol109-1-025, number of time steps: 4000, up to 0.1 s) 
4. 0.125e-4 (sol109-1-0125, number of time steps: 6000, up to 0.075 s) 

 
Theoretically, with time step duration of 0.25e-4 s good results can be provided for frequencies up to 1/(0.25e-4[s] *8)  
= 5 kHz. For time step duration of 0.125e-4 s this frequency would rise to 10 kHz. Practically, only frequencies up to     
2 kHz or even 1 kHz are within a limit of validity for analysis. Looking at the Figures 4-18,19 a very small, almost barely 
visible improvement occurs for frequencies between 1kHz and 2 kHz, and only for higher frequencies above 2 kHz that 
difference rises. In higher frequencies the advantage of 0.25e-4 s time step over 0.5e-4 s can be up to 1 dB. However, 
if SRSs between 0.25e-4 s  and 0.125e-4 s are compared, they are almost identical for the whole frequency spectrum. 
One should remember that axial loading coming from pyrocutters explosion is not included here and only basic 
damping parameter PARAM W3 is set.  
 
Please notice that time step of 1e-4 s, which is only 4 times (not 8 times) smaller than 2 kHz wavelength period, 
becomes deteriorated at higher frequencies. MSC Nastran recommendation for sampling rate for that type of 
simulations is between 6 and 8 times faster than a required maximum frequency. ECSS recommendation is 8. We can 
see that indeed 1e-4 s integration time duration would provide simulation validity only up to slightly below 1 kHz up 
to which it complies with 8 times higher sampling frequency rule. This time step could be used for a quick analysis of 
responses in lower frequencies when only some provisional results check obtainable in short time is needed. 

 
Finally, to increase accuracy in medium and higher frequencies (even though it is not really necessary because it is 
over the limit of validity), but not to overload CPU, at this stage further analysis cases will progress with 0.25e-4 s time 
step. This time step will give a chance to explore higher frequencies spectrum in future. 
 
It will be shown later in this section, that the other significant parameters will actually impose the use of 0.25e-4 s or 

even 0.125e-4 s. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-19: Average axial response (SRS) at the s/c interface, 
case: sol109-1. 

Figure 4-18: Average radial response (SRS) at the loading 
interface, case: sol109-1. 

Test data, 0.125e-4 s, 

0.25e-4 s, 0.5e-4 s, 1e-4 s 

 

 

Test data, 0.125e-4 s, 

0.25e-4 s, 0.5e-4 s, 1e-4 s 
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4.7 VERIFICATION OF ANALYSIS DURATION (SOL109-3) 

In this section, a minimum time duration of sampling is investigated, which is required to reduce analysis time but still 
provides precise results. Loading function is defined for up to 0.2 s, but in previous step it was shown that sampling 
with 0.25e-4 s time step duration up to 0.1 s analysis time gives results better than sampling with 0.5e-4 s up to 0.2 s. 
The investigated cases are: 
 

1. Time step duration 0.25e-4 s, 4000 time steps (equivalent to 0.1 s of sampling) – “sol109-1-025” 
2. Time step duration 0.25e-4 s, 2000 time steps (equivalent to 0.05 s of sampling) – “sol109-3-2000” 
3. Time step duration 0.25e-4 s, 1500 time steps (equivalent to 0.0375 s of sampling) – “sol109-3-1500” 
4. Time step duration 0.25e-4 s, 1000 time steps (equivalent to 0.025 s of sampling) – “sol109-3-1000” 

 
Solutions for 1500-4000 time steps are rather similar with little differences in accuracy in lowest frequencies. However, 
when it comes to 1000 time step (in grey in Figures 4-20:25) a deterioration of values in frequencies below 300 Hz is 
clearly observed. For radial and tangential responses at spacecraft interface presented in Figures 4-22 and 4-23 
respectively, a family of modes at around 200 Hz is strongly damped. For axial responses (Figures 4-21,25) the SRS at 
frequencies of 0-200 Hz fits even better to original test data than more detailed 1500-4000 steps options. This can be 
misleading at first. Thus, one should be careful with setting signal sampling duration, because important results in 
lower frequencies can be lost, or simply non-sampled (unregistered) providing results which at first could seem 
feasible. When comparing signal sampling durations, it seems as an optimum compromise between accuracy and 
simulation duration to stop sampling the signal at 0.05 s, which is an equivalent of 2000 time steps for 0.25e-4 s time 
step.  

Figure 4-21: Average axial responses (SRS) at s/c  interface, case: 
sol109-3. 

Figure 4-23: Average tangential responses (SRS) at s/c interface, case: 
sol109-3. 

Figure 4-20: Average radial responses (SRS) at loading interface, case: 
sol109-3. 

Figure 4-22: Average radial responses (SRS) at s/c interface, case: 
sol109-3. 

 TEST DATA; 
 Sampling duration: 
 0.1 s  (4000 steps) 
 0.025 s (1000 steps) 
 0.0375 s (1500 steps) 
 0.05 s (2000 steps) 

 

 TEST DATA; 
 Sampling duration: 
 0.1 s  (4000 steps) 
 0.025 s (1000 steps) 
 0.0375 s (1500 steps) 
 0.05 s (2000 steps) 

 

 TEST DATA; 
 Sampling duration: 
 0.1 s  (4000 steps), 0.025 s (1000 steps) 
 0.0375 s (1500 steps), 0.05 s (2000 steps) 

 

 TEST DATA; 
 Sampling duration: 
 0.1 s  (4000 steps), 0.025 s (1000 steps) 
 0.0375 s (1500 steps), 0.05 s (2000 steps) 
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4.8 SUSPENSION EFFECT (SOL109-4) 

To simulate transient loads with even more realistic effect, an air-rubber suspension was modelled in FEM and gravity 
vector was added.  
Six BUSH elements established connection between 6 MPC Independent Nodes and six 6-DoF fixed foundation nodes. 
Translational DoFs are constrained. No constrains are put on rotational DoFs. 
Critical damping was assumed as 50% and stiffness as 3e+6 due to the following formula for fundamental frequency: 

𝑓𝑜 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝑘

𝑚
                                                                                (19) 

where: 
fo – Fundamental frequency assumed here as approximately 2 Hz 
k –  Stiffness of the spring 
m – Total mass of VESTA, here 2983 kg 

 
As defined in model .bdf file:  
PBUSH*   41              K              3.00000+6       3.00000+6 
*       3.00000+6     
                 GE     .5 
                 RCV    1.      1.      1.      1. 
$ Pset: "suspension" will be imported as: "pbush.41" 
CBUSH    990479  41      4682575 9020000                         0 
        .5 
CBUSH    990480  41      4682689 9020001                         0 
        .5 
CBUSH    990481  41      4682695 9020002                         0 
        .5 
CBUSH    990482  41      4682685 9020003                         0 
        .5 
CBUSH    990483  41      4682587 9020004                         0 
        .5 
CBUSH    990484  41      4682549 9020005                         0 
        .5 

As presented in Figures 4-26,27, adding suspension to the model did not influence shock responses at all. Suspension 
fundamental frequency is so low that studying shock environment without it in free-free configuration is still adequate 
for simulation.  Also plots in Figure 2-2 in “Zero-shift” subsection are revealing responses at frequencies below 100 Hz 
and were originally produced to explore suspension vs. no-suspension simulation cases around values of suspension 
fundamental frequency. This plot is showing no difference between analysis with suspension and without a suspension 
either.  
 
All in all, the suspension will be kept for further analysis in order to bring the model representation even closer to real 

conditions. 

Figure 4-25: Average axial responses (SRS) at loading interface, case: 
sol109-3. 

Figure 4-24: Average tangential  responses(SRS) at loading interface, 
case: sol109-3. 

 Sampling duration: 
 0.1 s  (4000 steps) 
 0.025 s (1000 steps) 
 0.0375 s (1500 steps) 
 0.05 s (2000 steps) 

 

 TEST DATA; 
 Sampling duration: 
 0.1 s  (4000 steps) 
 0.025 s (1000 steps) 
 0.0375 s (1500 steps) 
 0.05 s (2000 steps) 
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4.9 CLAMP BAND RELEASE EVENT (SOL109-6) 

As described in subsection 4.2 about forcing function, the clamp band release time for initial analysis was assumed as 
0.2 ms and this value was applied to all the loaded ring nodes at the same moment on a timeline. Since this is actually 
a time needed for a complete release up until the very last point at the band is freed of load, then another 
approximation of 0.1 ms is investigated. With this approximation the 1/8 of the entire band is already released when 
the remaining 1/8 is released after next 0.1 ms. Again, this value is applied to all the ring nodes at the same moment 
on a timeline. A 0.4 ms release is also used for a sensitivity check. This is how long it takes a wave to propagate along 
whole circumference of this ring. This situation is, as if there was only one pyrocutter and the clamp band was 
comprising only one uniform part. Analysis duration for this comparison was set to 0.1 s, which is an equivalent of 
2000 time steps, since the Δt used equals to 0.25e-4 s. 

1. 0.1 ms release time – “sol109-6-01”  2.    0.2 ms release time – “sol109-6-02” 
3.    0.4 ms release time – “sol109-6-04” 

Figure 4-28: Radial responses (SRS)  at loading interface, case: sol109-6. Figure 4-29: Axial responses (SRS) at s/c interface, case: sol109-6. 

Figure 4-30: Loading interface radial resp. ratio in dB, case: sol109-6. Figure 4-31: S/c interface axial responses ratio in dB, case: sol109-6. 

 TEST DATA, 
 model WITH suspension (sol109-4), 
 model WITHOUT suspension (sol109-3-2000) 

 

Test data, 0.1 ms release, 

 0.2 ms release, 0.4 ms release 

 

 

Test data, 0.1 ms release, 

 0.2 ms release, 0.4 ms release 

 

 

 RATIO (in dB): 
 0.1 ms release/ TEST DATA 
 0.1 ms / 0.2 ms release       
 0.4 ms / 0.2 ms release 

 

 

 RATIO (in dB): 
 0.1 ms release/ TEST DATA 
 0.1 ms / 0.2 ms release       
 0.4 ms / 0.2 ms release 

 

 

Figure 4-27: Average axial responses (SRS) at spacecraft interface. 
Model with suspension (sol109-4) vs. model without suspension 
(sol109-3-2000). 

 

Figure 4-26: Avr. radial resp, (SRS) at loading interface. Model with 
suspension (sol109-4) vs. model without suspension (sol109-3-2000). 

 TEST DATA, 
 model WITH suspension (sol109-4), 
 model WITHOUT suspension (sol109-3-2000) 
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Looking at the Figures 4-28,29, the clamp band release of 0.1 ms gives SRS rise in frequencies above approximately 
750 - 1000 Hz. Below these values SRS remains unchanged in comparison to 0.2 ms release. However, 0.1 ms release 
forms better response shape in higher frequencies between 1500 Hz and 3000 Hz reminding of original readings of 
LPF accelerometers. Thus, for now further analysis will progress with 0.1 ms option. 
Regarding 0.4 ms release, its SRS is clearly deteriorated in higher frequencies. In lower frequencies below 2 kHz it 
presents a difference from -0.2 dB to -0.4 dB ratio wrt. 0.2 ms release (see Figures 4-30,31). 

4.10 NON-UNIFORM LOADING (SOL109-7) 

Due to friction losses, loading is not uniform along the clamp band and that needs to be taken into consideration 
(Figure 4-32). The formulas below are based on empirical observations and describe these losses. 
 

                 
                                                                                                                                      Figure 4-33: Per node force distribution pattern. 

Tension loss formula: 

 𝑇𝜃 = 𝑇0𝑒−𝜇𝜃         (20) 
 

where μ = 0.12 is a typical value for lubricated surfaces. In case of two pyrocutters when the band is split into two 
parts, the maximum loss of band tension appears at 90⁰ from clamping point. Therefore, tension loss ratio                     
𝑇𝜃

𝑇0
= 𝑒−0.12

𝜋

2 = 0.83 is obtained, which corresponds to 17% of band tension loss. Using these formulas the loading 

scheme was re-described and the load was distributed per each quarter of clamp band (49 nodes) as presented in 
Figure 4-33 and in Table 2. The forces were scaled down and spanned between -100 N and -82.8 N. The observed result 
of this action is that SRS drops by a constant factor across entire frequency spectrum. That decrease is about -0.6 dB 
as per Figures 4-38,39. 

 
Table 2: Per node force distribution scheme. 

No. Force [N] No. Force [N] No. Force [N] No. Force [N] No. Force [N] 

48 -100 38 -96.14912 28 -92.44653 18 -88.88652 8 -85.4636 

47 -99.60807 37 -95.77228 27 -92.0842 17 -88.53814 7 -85.12864 

46 -99.21768 36 -95.39692 26 -91.7233 16 -88.19114 6 -84.795 

45 -98.82882 35 -95.02303 25 -91.36381 15 -87.84549 5 -84.46266 

44 -98.44148 34 -94.65061 24 -91.00572 14 -87.5012 4 -84.13163 

43 -98.05566 33 -94.27965 23 -90.64905 13 -87.15826 3 -83.80189 

42 -97.67135 32 -93.91014 22 -90.29377 12 -86.81666 2 -83.47345 

41 -97.28854 31 -93.54208 21 -89.93988 11 -86.4764 1 -83.14629 

40 -96.90724 30 -93.17546 20 -89.58738 10 -86.13747 0 -82.82042 

39 -96.52744 29 -92.81028 19 -89.23626 9 -85.79987 
  

 
In addition to that, due to the nature of 3rd in-plane ring mode at 1756 Hz (see Figure 4-35) and the mode shape of 2nd 
flexural ring mode at 26 Hz (see Figure 4-34), it was expected to observe stronger responses at the spacecraft or Vega 
to appear around these frequencies. These shapes could be associated with non-uniform load distribution, hence were 

No. 48  
Max. Force 
 

No. 0 
Min. Force 
 
 

Figure 4-32: Friction loss along perimeter. 
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Figure 4-34: 2
nd.

 flexural ring mode @26 Hz 

expected to induce such responses. However, no strengthened transient response at loading interface (as there it 
would be observable the most) was registered in that frequency range. 

 

              
             

                                                                                                                                               Figure 4-35: 3
rd.

 in-plane ring mode @ 1756 Hz 

4.11 RUNNING LOAD (SOL109-8):  

“Running load” is a refined loading function. Instead of an immediate release of all the loads applied along band 
circumference, the loads are grouped into time blocks where each one of them is activated consecutively (which 
means the load is released). This means that each group has assigned its own forcing function with load release event 
shifted in time. Time shift depends on how many load groups (called blocks) were created. Sensitivity for this function 
refinement was investigated using Δt = 0.25e-4 s. This Δt allows to create max. 8 blocks along a quarter of 
circumference, and to remind, a wavelength propagates around 0.2 ms along quarter of clamp band. Case with 16 
blocks was also investigated, but this required a reduction to Δ t = 0.125e-4 s (see Figure 4-40). 

Figure 4-36: Avr. radial resp. (SRS) at loading interface, case: sol109-7. Figure 4-37: Avr. axial responses (SRS) at s/c interface, case: sol109-7. 

Figure 4-38: Loading interface radial responses ratio in dB,  
case: sol109-7. 

Figure 4-39: S/c interface axial responses ratio in dB, case: sol109-7. 

 TEST DATA, 
 uniform loading, 
 non-uniform loading 

 

 TEST DATA, 
 uniform loading, 
 non-uniform loading 

 

 RATIO (in dB): 
 non-uniform loading/ TEST DATA 
 non-uniform / uniform loading       
 

 

 

 RATIO (in dB): 
 non-uniform loading/ TEST DATA 
 non-uniform / uniform loading       
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1. 0.1 ms release time of each block   – 1 block (“sol109-7-1”) 
2. 0.1 ms release time of each block   – 2 blocks (“sol109-8-025-2”) 
3. 0.05 ms release time of each block   – 4 blocks (“sol109-8-025-4”) 
4. 0.025 ms release time of each block   – 8 blocks (“sol109-8-025-8”) 
5. 0.0125 ms release time of each block  – 16 blocks (“sol109-8-0125-16”) 

 
 

 
Figure 4-40:  “Running load” scheme. Left: case no.4, loads grouped into 8 blocks; Right: case no.5, loads grouped into 16 blocks. 

 
Analysing Figures 4-41 and 4-42, the loading function refinement influences structure responses in higher frequencies 
range in either  above 3 kHz in case of loading interface radial response, or  above 1.5 kHz in case of s/c interface axial 
response. 
 
For “sol109-7-1” and “sol109-8-025-2”, where the release event takes 0.1 ms in both cases and the difference is just 
that first case is a uniform release and second one introduces a running load grouped into two load blocks, the radial 
responses are identical. A rise in responses with increasing number of blocks representing running load function is 
observed. However, it should be noticed that an increasing number of blocks directly defines a shorter clamp band 
release event. Thus, the improvement of results should not be associated with a running load refinement, but simply 
with the accompanying shorter clamp band release event, which logically means more dynamic and “aggressive” 
loading function input and therefore stronger structure responses. 

0.02 s : start of 
first block release 
 
 

0.0202 s : 
end of last 
block release 
 
 

Figure 4-41: Average radial responses (SRS) at  loading/ring 
interface, case: sol109-8. 

Figure 4-42: Average axial responses (SRS) at s/c interfaces, case: 
sol109-8. 

Test data, uniform release 0.1 ms (1 block), 

2 blocks, 4 blocks, 8 blocks, 16 blocks 

 

 

Test data, uniform release 0.1 ms (1 block), 

2 blocks, 4 blocks, 8 blocks, 16 blocks 
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Figure 4-43: Left: 2nd in-plane clamp band mode @1111 Hz; Right: adapter mode @1117 Hz. 

With regard to axial responses at s/c interface (Figure 4-42), the smooth SRS shape in the 600-900 Hz range obtained 
from LPF accelerometers was associated with the running load factor and the simulation results were expected to 
match the test results better in that area after implementation of the running load. However, as discussed above, no 
such effect was observed.  

4.12 TIME DELAY OF PYRO EXPLOSION (SOL109-9): 

A concept of this parameter is to simulate two pyrocutters explosions as in real condition, which means that they do 
not activate simultaneously, but they are slightly delayed in time with respect to each other. Modelling this delay 
derives from “running load” scheme. First pyrocutter activates and after a certain number of released load groups the 
other one explodes creating a delay. Several delay cases were investigated: 
 

1. 1 block delay – “sol109-9-1” (based on “sol109-8-025-8”) 
2. 3 blocks delay – “sol109-9-3” (based on “sol109-8-025-8”) 
3. 5 block delay – “sol109-9-5”  (based on “sol109-8-025-8”) 
4. 12 blocks delay – “sol109-9-12” (based on “sol109-8-0125-16”) 

 
It was expected to observe a higher response around 1111 Hz due to specific in-plane ring mode shape and related 
Adapter mode shape, as per Figure 4-43, which could be associated with off-axial structure shift. A delayed pyrocutter 
explosion creating input asymmetry could be a cause of such shift.  However, no change was registered in responses 
with respect to default “sol109-8-025-8” or “sol109-8-0125-16” neither on loading interface nor on s/c interface. 
 

 

                                                                                         
 

4.13 AXIAL LOAD INPUT (SOL109-11-1-XXXX-2): 

Naturally, because of pyrocutters explosion, an axial impulse is present which contribution to structure responses is 
investigated in this section. The impulse generated by both pyrocutters (see Figure 4-45), which is sketched in     Figure 
4-44, is modelled generic and applied on two extreme nodes on upper band row as per Figure 4-46.  

 

 
 

Figure 4-44: Axial impulse and radial load contributing to generic forcing function. 
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The analysis containing axial impulse was run 
separately to the one with the radial load 
input. Analysis with radial forcing function 
“109-11-1-800-1” was kept the same as in 
previous cases and spanned up to 0.2 s with 
a time step duration Δt = 0.5e-4 s and  
equivalent viscous model frequency set at 
800 Hz.  

These numbers were used keeping in mind 
future simulations which will explore interior 
of the main spacecraft module located in 

shock far-field. Such analysis requires extended analysis time in comparison to the previously agreed case             
(“sol109-3”) which was applicable in near- and medium-fields wrt. the loading interface. It was agreed there, that a 
minimum time of analysis equal 0.05 s provides satisfactory results. In addition to that, the longer is the analysis, the 
longer time step duration is preferred due to the computational power and memory capacity limitations. This will be 
explained in detail in next chapter. 

 

 
 

 
Since the axial impulse is a rapid transient load typically observable at 5 kHz SRS, the time step duration was reduced 
again to Δt = 0.25e-4 s in order to increase accuracy in higher frequencies. The axial impulse has a significantly shorter 
loading, stabilising and release events. It was defined separate to radial loading and the impulse appears earlier on the 
timeline than the radial load release event. Thus, the analysis duration was set up to 0.15 s. It was considered long 
enough after analysing radial response signal in time domain at interface just below Science Module, where signal is 
nicely converging to noise (see Figure 4-47). 
Within 0.15 s the signal stabilises and its contribution becomes marginal. The axial impulse was scaled down to 100 N 
in similar manner as radial forcing function. Then, both the results were imported to Dynaworks and scaled up 
accordingly. The axial response transient signal was shifted in time with a dedicated macro in order to align it 
appropriately to radial response signal (as per Figure 4-44), so that the waveforms could be add up in time domain 
history and converted into SRS. 
 
Before discussing combined inputs results, the plots showing computed structure response to a single axial impulse 
compared to LPF sensors readings are presented. The impulse was scaled to 10 kN at each clamp band side (applied 
to one node per pyrocutter): 
 
- Analysis 109-11-1-200-2; 109-11-1-800-2; 11-1-1400-2; 11-1-2000-2 (single axial impulse) 

Analysing Figures 4-48,49 it is seen that computed results behave like typical responses to pyrocutter explosion with 
accelerations peaking at roughly 5 kHz in near-field area. This comparison was conducted for equal viscous-hysteretic 
damping frequency set at 200 Hz, 800 Hz, 1400 Hz and at a simulation validity threshold 2 kHz, in order to investigate 
on sensitivity to this loading input. Because axial impulse is associated with very high frequencies, thus for further 
simulation the equivalent viscous damping model frequency was set at 2 kHz. In the next chapter, more examples 
exhibit sensitivity to damping frequency and results are interpolated (“Interpol-R-A10”).  

Figure 4-46: Axial impulse applied on two nodes of upper clamp band row. Figure 4-47: Radial response waveform at interface 
below main s/c payload module. 

Figure 4-45: Pyrocutter. 
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- Analysis 109-11-1-800-1;11-1-R-A10kN; 11-1-R-A20kN; 11-1-R-A50kN; 11-1-R-A75kN (axial impulse with radial input): 

In addition to this, once a frequency of equivalent viscous damping model was set at 2 kHz, sensitivity to impulse 
strength of 10 kN, 20 kN, 50 kN and 75 kN was investigated. The latter two values are extreme and not physical. They 
were used only to check on sensitivity to this parameter. The results in SRS  plots  are already combined with radial 
input responses in fashion as described before (Figures 4-50, -51 and -52). 

 
Looking at the Figure 4-51 a significant improvement in 
responses in high frequencies around 5 kHz is observed. 
The default option is “109-11-1-800-1” which represents 
response to single radial force input. The missing gap in 
that area is now covered with results obtained from 10 
kN and 20kN axial impulses. It can be concluded that the 
axial impulse was indeed an important input force 
missing in the simulation and having its strongest effect 
directly at loading interface where two pyro explosions 
occur. In medium-field, as visible in Figure 4-52 for s/c 
interface axial response, this effect is still recognisable, 
however naturally not as strong as at loading interface 
located in near-field.  

     

Figure 4-51: Avr. axial responses ( SRS) at loading interface to single 
axial impulse @2 kHz  combined with radial input centred at 800 Hz. 

Figure 4-50: Avr. radial responses (SRS) at loading interface to single 
axial impulse @2 kHz combined with radial input centred at 800 Hz. 

 

Figure 4-52: Avr. axial responses (SRS) at s/c interface to single axial 
impulse @2kHz combined with radial input centred at 800 Hz. 

 

Test data, only radial @800 Hz, radial 
@800 Hz + 10kN axial, radial @800 Hz+ 
20kN axial, radial @800 Hz + 50kN axial, 
radial @800 Hz+ 75kN axial 

 

 

Test data, only radial @800 Hz, radial 
@800 Hz + 10kN axial, radial @800 Hz+ 
20kN axial, radial @800 Hz + 50kN axial, 
radial @800 Hz+ 75kN axial 

 

 

Test data, only radial @800 Hz, radial 
@800 Hz + 10kN axial, radial @800 Hz+ 
20kN axial, radial @800 Hz + 50kN axial, 
radial @800 Hz+ 75kN axial 

 

 

Figure 4-48: Loading interface average radial responses (SRS) to axial 
10 kN impulse. 

Figure 4-49: Loading interface average axial responses  to axial 10 kN 
impulse. 

Test data, 10kN axial @200 Hz,  

10kN axial @800 Hz, 10kN axial @1400 Hz,  

10kN axial @2000 Hz 

 

 

Test data, 10kN axial @200 Hz,  

10kN axial @800 Hz, 10kN axial @1400 Hz,  

10kN axial @2000 Hz 
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4.14 EXTRA INTERFACES INVESTIGATION (VICINITY OF DIRECT LOADING INTERFACE): 

For previous parametrisation process, the T2 & T3 accelerometers were associated with loading interface nodes 
9010000-9010383 belonging directly to the interface. However, the exact location of these sensors could not be 
confirmed with evidence from pictures taken during the installation of the hardware. It is only know that they were 
mounted in immediate vicinity to that interface, but most probably somewhere on a bottom flange of the Adapter. 
This brings some doubts when it comes to using this interface responses to tune damping and adjust equal frequency 
for future s/c interior exploration. Therefore, the interface which is of our most interest and which is bringing decisive 
conclusions, is the spacecraft separation interface, because the locations of accelerometers 60, 62, 64 and 66 are well 
known and the results obtained up to now have been satisfactory (see Figure 4-1). Nonetheless, in this part it was 
investigated what kind of structure responses would be obtained if the current loading interface with sensors T2 & T3 
was relocated from the currently considered position into one of the four below alternative locations: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An immediate conclusion would be that the farer up it gets from Adapter bottom flange the more extra modes are 
introduced in radial direction at frequencies above 1.5 kHz (Figure 4-53). Two faces lying directly on the flange exhibit 
in general higher responses in that range, but not really any visible extra modes. Interesting observation is that only 
in case of the face with Nodes 2026556:2026735, a missing mode at 200 Hz appears with respect to LPF test results. 
Remaining three faces provide radially the same responses in frequency range below 1 kHz, similarly as originally 
assumed loading interface. 
For axial responses, faces lying on the Adapter flange are characterised by smaller axial responses (turning into out-
of-plane responses) than original responses, whereas in case of radial responses it is the other way around. This is 
probably due to a nature of wave propagation within this geometry.  
 
To conclude, the original loading interface turned out to be the most accurate choice giving the best results 
compromise between axial and radial responses. 

Nodes 2026556:2026735 Nodes 2117713:2117892 Nodes 9000766:9000957 Nodes 9000958:9001149 

Figure 4-53: Average responses (SRS) at alternative interfaces in vicinity to current default loading interface. Right: radial responses; left: axial 
responses. 

Test data, Nodes 2026556:2026735,  
Default loading interface, Nodes 2117713:2117891, 
 Nodes 9000766:9000957, Nodes 9000958:90001149 

 

 

Test data, Nodes 2026556:2026735,  
Default loading interface, Nodes 2117713:2117891, 
 Nodes 9000766:9000957, Nodes 9000958:90001149 
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4.15 PARAMETRIZATION CONCLUSIONS: 

The investigated parametrisation did bring a noticeable improvement to SRS. The most influential factor is introduced 
by modelling and improvement of clamp band release event, which in the end requires a consistent reduction of Δt 
with each improvement attempt. This is limited by a file size, memory capacity and computation time, especially when 
it comes to exploring shock far-field where longer analysis duration than in near- and medium-fields is required.  
 
Naturally, the more forcing function parameters are introduced, the more realistic and accurate the function becomes. 
Modelling a loading geometry, setting adequate Δt and analysis duration in compliance to area of analysis interest 
(near-, medium-, far-fields), implementing non-uniform loading and running load in correspondence to used Δt, with 
applying an axial impulse: these all are definitely beneficial and slightly improve SRS. 
 
If it is a primary run or time for simulation is limited, it would be enough to apply just a radial forcing function (axial 
impulse omitted) on a single row of nodes where clamp band sits, apply averaged and uniformly distributed load, apply 
uniform clamp band release time and use a recommended minimum integration time step duration Δt = 0.5e-4 s. This 
way one can obtain satisfactory provisional results and reliably explore frequencies below 2kHz. 
 
Near-field: 

 Minimum analysis duration reduced to 0.05 s (full analysis: 0.2 s) 

 Maximum required Δt = 0.5e-4 s can be reduced to 0.25e-4 s or even 0.125e-4 s due to shortened analysis 
duration: computing 4000 steps on this model on ESTEC internal servers required roughly 6 h 

 Smaller Δt introduces possibility to refine clamp band release 

 Significant contribution of axial impulse to axial response 
 
Medium-field: 

 Similar as near-field, but axial impulse is not that significant  
 
Far-field: 

 Minimum analysis duration in far-field should be extended at least to a value between 0.075 s and 0.1 s. 
However the very interior s/c payload will be investigated, thus, the analysis will be conducted for full signal 
duration of 0.2 s, which is a signal duration as delivered by VESTA tests. 

 Long analysis duration requires longer Δt, thus Δt = 0.5e-4 s 

 Δt = 0.5e-4 s brings limitation on clamp band release event refinement. For discussed case that allows to 
implement only 4 running load blocks on quarter of clamp ring circumference  

 Contribution of axial impulse is small 
 
It plays an important role to verify if the used finite element model is valid. This process was explained and a simple 
SOL103 modal analysis of separate modules and then the whole structure can reveal hidden mechanisms. Also, as it 
was explained on example of AVUM, it seems as a good idea to extract AVUM (in order to size down the model) and 
record responses animation in time history. This can explicitly show if the finite elements geometry constructed under 
forcing function is defined correctly before analysis of SRS obtained in Dynaworks starts.  
 
Also one should make sure and keep in mind whether the used finite element model is shocks-verified, because maybe 
it is only static calculation compliant. 
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5 CHAPTER  

ANALYSIS OF SHOCK RESPONSES INSIDE THE SATELLITE  

Radial forcing function established to explore main spacecraft payload is set as agreed in subsection 4.15 for far-fields. 
On top of this, due to the fact that this investigation is in far-field, which is a region where responses are sensitive, the 
frequency describing equivalent viscous damping was set in four configurations in order to diminish the effect of over-
damping and under-damping as described in section 3.4. In result, each simulation containing radial forcing function 
was run 4 times with frequency for equivalent viscous damping model set at 200 Hz, 800 Hz, 1.4 kHz and 2 kHz. Then 
each one of them, was combined with formerly discussed 10 kN axial impulse frequency for equivalent viscous 
damping model set at 2 kHz. As such, the four resulting SRS were interpolated into a single SRS which workbase is 
named “Interpol-R-A10”. It was done by a simple division according to frequency ranges, which means that: 

- spectrum between 100 Hz and 500 Hz was covered by SRS with frequency set  at 200 Hz (PARAM W3), 
- spectrum between 500 Hz and 1100 Hz was covered by SRS with frequency set at 800 Hz (PARAM W3),  
- spectrum between 1100 and 1700 Hz was covered by  SRS with frequency set at 1400 Hz (PARAM W3), 
- spectrum between 1700 and 2300 Hz was covered by  SRS with frequency set at 2000 Hz (PARAM W3). 

For a comparison means, the SRS plots presented in this chapter contain in each plot the LPF real tests result (“LPF”), 
the above mentioned combined and interpolated results (“Interpol-R-A10”), and the results obtained from radial 
response with frequency set at 800 Hz (PARAM W3) combined with 10 kN axial impulse with frequency set at 2 kHz 
(PARAM W3) (“11-1-R-A10kN”). 

In addition to this, for radial loading interface responses and axial s/c interface responses an  approximately -3 dB drop 
in values was observed at frequencies below 1 kHz when compared to real test results. Then, at frequencies above       
1 kHz the analysis results were overcoming LPF measurements to eventually be damped down in higher frequencies. 
If such pattern and mismatch is observed also at payload interfaces that means the finite element model needs 
correction and needs to have a transfer function developed between loading interface and payload interface. A 
transfer function between responses of loading interface and payload interface obtained from simulation would be 
compared with a transfer function between the same interfaces but based on real test data and other similar functions 
from past experience heritage. This way a transfer function from dynamic simulation could be either agreed for 
qualification or not. 

After obtaining first results for Science Module interior and immediate interfaces, some responses match quite 
accurately, for example at Science Module interface. In case of most of the payload where sensors were mounted on 
heavily loaded shear wall panels or in close vicinity to instruments, significant responses over-prediction was 
registered. However, this was a rather expected behaviour because of lump masses modelling heavy units. Thus, there 
was finally no need for developing a transfer function as the resulting responses were used directly. Shock propagation 
path following interface after interface starting at loading interface was already presented in Figure 5-1. Shock 
responses were analysed consecutively and qualified to eventually finish in the Science Module interior. Such approach 
allows to monitor gradual changes in responses and if necessary to react accordingly (see also 3.3.1). 
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Figure 5-1: Interfaces of main interest for shock propagation. 
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5.1 PAYLOAD MAIN MODULE INTERFACE 

 

Figure 5-2: Location of accelerometers monitoring Science Module/Propulsion Module interface. 

After the axial SRS of s/c separation interface was qualified in parametrisation process in Chapter 4 as good to progress 
with further analysis, the accelerometers 1000, 1010, 1020 and 1030 were investigated. They are located about            
25-35 mm above the LPF Science Module interface and positioned every 90⁰ about spacecraft Zscm axis as per Figure 
5-2 (for all interfaces see Figure 5-1 and Figure 3-4). Location of these accelerometers can be categorised as on 
boundary of medium- and far-field of existing shock environment. The obtained results turned out to be exceptionally 
accurate. Due to the nature of FEM and numerical shock analysis, a specific deviation can be observed occurring 
radially for accelerometer 1000 and 1020 in comparison to 1010 and 1030. For each pair the responses are almost 
identical. That is why the plots only for sensors 1000 and 1010 representing each pair are presented. 

Accelerometers 1000 and 1020 are mounted on s/c XZ plane in the vicinity to bar-elements connecting propulsion 
tanks modelled by lump masses and other interconnecting bar elements. These connections located at nodes 
belonging to the main cylinder are responsible of the effect of mass over-concentration in a node, which in reality is 
evenly spread around. This is causing over-prediction of radial responses around s/c main mode frequency of 800-900 
Hz for sensors 1000 and 1020 which is not observed for sensors 1000 and 1010. The latter two have no bar-element 
connections in their proximity which would concentrate attached lumped mass at main cylinder nodes as it happens 
for sensors 1000 and 1020.  

+Yscm 

+Xscm +Zscm 

+Yscm 

SENSOR 1000, radial response: 

Test data,  

radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial @ 2 kHz, 

Interpolated: radial @ 200, 800, 1400, 

2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

SENSOR 1000, axial response: 

Test data,  

radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial @ 2 kHz, 

Interpolated: radial @ 200, 800, 1400, 

2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Transient responses (SRS) provided by sensor 1000 vs. simulation generated responses on Science Module / Propulsion Module 
interface radially (R)  and axially (Z ). 
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It can be observed that in this particular case the adjustments of frequency of equivalent viscous damping model and 
following SRS interpolation slightly improved the radial responses accuracy in range from 200 Hz to 500 Hz                  
(Figure 5-4). 

5.2 S/C INTERIOR: PAYLOAD SUPPORT PANELS 

Shock environment inside Science Module was studied. The module interior comprises several different instruments 
located at module shear walls (see Figure 5-5). Each of the panels, counting the panels facing directly outer space, has 
installed from one to even several accelerometers on their surface. The accelerometers are placed in close vicinity to 
instruments or at distance so they are not neighbouring too closely with any brackets or unit parts. Depending on a 
panel, they are installed either only at one side of the panel or at its both sides. 

 

Some of the readings were rejected from further investigation due to incomplete data (for example output from only 
one sensor axis was available) or troublesome mounting location. Some of the sensors were mounted on top of the 
instruments or on instrument supporting brackets. Therefore, it was not possible to investigate them with FEA, 
because finite element model provides simplified representation of instruments in a form of a lumped mass rigidly 
attached to panel surface with RBE2 element.  

Figure 5-5: Left: schematic representation of Science Module; right: LPF 
finite elements model with a view on Science Module with top lid hidden. 

SENSOR 1010, radial response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 

800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

SENSOR 1010, axial response: 

Test data,  

radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial @ 2 kHz, 

Interpolated: radial @ 200, 800, 1400, 

2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

Figure 5-4:Transient responses (SRS) provided by sensor 1010 vs. simulation generated responses on Science Module / Propulsion Module 
interface radially (R)  and axially (Z ). 
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Such instrument representation creates local mass 
over-load and local over-stiffness at nodes to 
which RBE2 is connected to. Figure 5-6 presents an 
example of such unit modelling method.  

Nevertheless, a level of obtained correlation 
between real and simulated transient responses 
was satisfactory and the above mentioned over-
predictions were understandable and foreseen 
due to known limitations of the modelling method. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.1 Accurate shock responses prediction 

One of the panels which can serve as a good example of light load effect on numerical analysis is the panel presented 
in Figure 5-7 where accelerometer No. 3200 is installed. Moreover, this sensor is mounted on a panel side opposite to 
a side where the other components are  installed (each of them weights 1.141kg). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-8 presents SRS plots where LPF real measurements are compared with “11-1-R-A-A10kN” and “Interpol-R-
A10” (refer to introduction of Chapter 5) obtained from computational analysis. Correlation obtained for in-plane 
responses (denoted as X and Z = Zscm, see Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2) is very accurate. The out-of-plane direction 
(denoted as Y) also exhibits satisfactory results and the visible small over-prediction was expected to appear. 
Responses over-prediction is in the end caused by the equipment units represented as a lump mass spread over RBE2 
attachment nodes only, which gives a local mass concentration effect at these nodes and in their vicinity, leaving other 
nodes rather under-loaded where acceleration sensors are usually mounted. To avoid wrong results caused by too 
much mass concentration in attachment nodes, the nodes chosen for numerical analysis were located at least 1-2 
elements away from over-loaded nodes. In real situation, the two masses installed on the other side of the panel with 
sensor 3200 are spreading their load all over their footprints damping down out-of-plane displacements. RBE2 is 
introducing a lot of stiffness. 

 

Figure 5-7:Drawing representing a lightly loaded panel in Science Module, sensor 3200. 

Figure 5-6: Science Module interior, unit modelled as lump masses rigidly 
attached to panel surface by RBE2 (mesh hidden). 
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5.2.2 Over-prediction of shock responses 

An example of panel which is heavily loaded and thus exhibits large distinctions between real sensor outputs and 
Nastran analysis outputs is the panel with sensors No. 3700 and 3710 (see Figure 5-9). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The three lump masses representing these instruments weight 7.94 kg, 1.54 kg and 6.28 kg, which in total is much 
heavier comparing to the panel in subsection (5.2.1). Therefore, mass concentration effect in the attachment nodes 
combined with stiffness effect described 5.2.1 is even stronger visible.  

As in section 5.2.1, in-plane (Z) and out-of-plane (P) responses are presented in Figure 5-10. Significant out-of-plane 
over-prediction is visible especially for sensor 3710, which is mounted on “heavier” panel side. In section 5.4, some 
methods of payload remodelling are introduced in order to improve transient responses. 

Figure 5-8: Transient responses (SRS) provided by sensor 3200 vs. 
simulation generated responses on:  out-of-plane (Y) axis and in-plane 
axis (Z  and X). Axis Z lines up with main axial axis of the s/c (= Zscm). 

SENSOR 3200, in-plane (X) response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 

800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

SENSOR 3200, in-plane (Z) response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 

800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

SENSOR 3200, out-of-plane (Y) response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial  

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 800, 

1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

Figure 5-9: Drawing representing a heavily loaded panel in Science Module, sensors 3700 and 3710. 
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Figure 5-10: Transient responses (SRS) provided by sensor 3700 and 3710 vs. simulation generated responses on out-of-plane axis (P) and in-
plane axis (Z). Axis Z lines up with main axial axis of the s/c (=Zscm). 

5.3 LCI – LISA CORE INSTRUMENT 

 

 
Finally, there is LISA Core Instrument (Figures 5-11,12): 
the main instrument of LISA Pathfinder mission and the 
most interior unit within Science Module. This is the unit 
where special attention should be stressed towards high 
shock correlation due to required high-precision 
interferometric tracking, as explained in Chapter 1 
introduction part. 

Results achieved for several sensors installed at LCI are in 
line with previously achieved results and show a good 
correlation. Sensors presenting good correlation were: 
2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2506, 2513, 2517. The other 
sensors had either incomplete data or were 
miscalibrated. Location of each sensor is sketched in 
Figure 5-12. 

Figure 5-11: View on LCI interior components. 

SENSOR 3710, out-of-plane (P) response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial  

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 800, 

1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

SENSOR 3700, out-of-plane (P) response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial  

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 800, 

1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

SENSOR 3710, in-plane (Z) response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 

800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

SENSOR 3700, in-plane (Z) response: 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 

@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 

800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 
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Correlation achieved for sensor 2503 (Figure 5-14) is probably the best among all remaining sensors installed during 
the test campaign along with sensors 1000 & 1020 and 1010 & 1030 (section 5.1, Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4). For 
accelerometer 2506 (see Figure 5-13), a good correlation is also observed. However, for every sensor installed at LCI 
a strong modal response around 150 Hz was registered, which seems that the finite element model does not represent 
in the computer simulation. In order to check on the model and simulation sensitivity, an extra analysis was run with 
damping set to 2.5% (originally it was 1.25%) and equivalent viscous model frequency was set at 100 Hz (originally it 
was 800 Hz), see Figure 5-15. In this case, the effect of changed damping and frequency were compared using only a 
radial loading component (“109-11-2-100-1” versus “109-11-1-800-1”, see Figure 5-15). A high modal response 
observed at 150 Hz is indeed damped down, which was expected after the increase of hysteretic damping. However 
it is a small change, thus it is rather the finite element model limitation stopping this mode to fully develop. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-13: Transient responses (SRS) obtained for accelerometer 2506, axis X and Z (lines up with s/c axis Zscm). 

 

Figure 5-12: Right: FEM representation of LCI ; left: assembly view on LCI with 
marked sensors location and reference axis orientation. 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 
@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 
800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 
@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 
800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 
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5.4 SHOCK RESPONSE IMPROVEMENT: PAYLOAD REMODELLING 

It is a common solution to model instruments or payload with a lump mass attached rigidly to a surface with RBE2 
element. RBE2 slave nodes are connected to the surface nodes which represent location of e.g.  a bolted joint. 
Additional reinforcing bar elements were applied in order to imprint footprints of the units. Such method is not 
representative for analysis of transient responses at payload or its vicinity as discussed in section 5.2 and as per 
reference [1] p.142.  

Figure 5-14: Transient responses (SRS) obtained for accelerometer 
2503; axis X, Y and Z as per Figure 5-12. 

Figure 5-15: Transient responses (SRS) obtained for accelerometer 2506 with hysteretic damping adjusted to 2.5%  and frequency centred at 
100 Hz. 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz no axial 
impulse, damping 1.25% radial @ 100 Hz 
no axial impulse, damping 2.5% 
 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz no axial 
impulse, damping 1.25% radial @ 100 Hz 
no axial impulse, damping 2.5% 
 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 
@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 
800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 
@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 
800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 

 

 

Test data, radial @ 800Hz + 10kN axial 
@ 2 kHz, Interpolated: radial @ 200, 
800, 1400, 2000 Hz+ 10kN axial @ 2 kHz 
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5.4.1 Remodelling with solid elements 

Solids elements were extruded from shell elements within unit 

footprints (Figure 5-16). Material properties applied to the solid 

elements were as for standard aluminium apart from density, 

which was defined specifically for each box. Each unit box volume 

was obtained for lump mass CoG coordinates and footprint 

dimensions. Bar elements embracing each of the footprints were 

removed. Database name is “109-12-1-800-1” and the analysis 

was run only for radial forcing function input with equivalent 

viscous damping frequency set at 800 Hz. It is compared with test 

set “109-11-1-800-1” and original LPF test results, see Figures 5-

17,-18.  

 

Presented responses were obtained for sensors 3710 and 3700 visible in Figure 5-17 and 5-18 respectively. Good 
improvement was expected to be registered as per reference [1] page 142. However, a concern arisen that solid 
elements with generalised material property can introduce extra artificial modes to the system. In the end, 
remodelling with solid elements damped down over-predictions for in-plane (Z) responses along main axial direction 
of the spacecraft and out-of-plane (P) responses. No strong artificial modes were recognised. 

Almost no change was observed in case of in-plane responses (T) lining up with horizontal radial axis of the spacecraft, 
the same as the direction of radial forcing function. 

Figure 5-16: Units remodelled with solid elements. 

Figure 5-18: Transient responses (SRS)  from sensor 3700 when units remodelled with solid elements. 

Figure 5-17: Transient responses (SRS) from sensor 3710 when units remodelled with solid elements. 

SENSOR 3710, 

out-of-plane (P) response: 

Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, solids 
 

SENSOR 3710, 

in-plane (Z) response: 

Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, solids 
 

SENSOR 3700, out-of-plane (P) response: 

Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, solids 
 

SENSOR 3700, in-plane (Z) response: 

Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, solids 
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5.4.2 Remodelling with RBE3 element and with RBE3 + RBE2 elements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another remodelling attempt involved replacing RBE2 element with RBE3 element, so that stiffness imposed by RBE2 
element is removed. Also, RBE3 independent nodes were connected to all surface nodes within each unit footprint, 
so that attached lump mass is spread over more nodes resulting in lesser local mass concentration and extra stiffness 
is not imposed to the model. The independent nodes are constrained for 123 DoF. Lump mass was connected with 
RBE3 slave node fixed for 1-6 DoF. CBAR elements embracing footprint were not removed. Results database is called 
“12-1-800-2-v2”. A screenshot of the finite elements geometry in visible in Figure 5-19. 

Figure 5-20: Units remodelled with lump mass connected to RBE3 
element. Extra RBE2 added. 

Figure 5-19: Units remodelled with lump mass connected to 
RBE3 element. 

Figure 5-22: Transient responses (SRS) from sensor 3700 when units remodelled with RBE3 or RBE3+RBE2 elements. 

Figure 5-21: Transient responses (SRS) from sensor 3710 when units remodelled with RBE3 or RBE3+RBE2 elements. 

SENSOR 3700, out-of-plane (P) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, lump mass + RBE3, 
lump mass+RBE3+RBE2 
 

SENSOR 3700, in-plane (Z) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, lump mass + RBE3, 
lump mass+RBE3+RBE2 
 

SENSOR 3710, out-of-plane (P) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, lump mass + RBE3, 
lump mass+RBE3+RBE2 
 

SENSOR 3710, in-plane (Z) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, lump mass + RBE3, 
lump mass+RBE3+RBE2 
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For comparison, an alternative solution to “12-1-800-2-v2” was investigated. In addition to RBE3 and lump mass 
geometry, extra stiffness was added: RBE2 element, so that the natural stiffness of unit baseplate is somewhat 
represented. It was the same RBE2 as originally, however here it was reconfigured so that lump mass was not 
connected to the independent node and thus not distributed by it over the panel attachment nodes. Results database 
is called “12-1-800-3-v2”. Screenshot of the geometry is presented in Figure 5-20.  

Transient responses of panels 3700 and 3710 are presented in Figures 5-21 and 5-22. Responses pattern is comparable 
to what was achieved with solid elements. However with RBE3/RBE3+RBE2 it is certain that no artificial modal 
responses are introduced to the system as it can happen when remodelling with solids. 

Out-of-plane (P) response of sensor 3710 is probably located at some unfortunate node and that is why its response 
pattern was not improved. To get to the bottom of this, extra analysis with selected more neighbouring nodes would 
be required. 

5.4.3 Remodelling with Non Structural Mass (NSM1) + RBE2 elements 

The last attempt to improvement of response pattern was based on applying a non-structural mass on shell 

elements within the equipment unit footprint. NSM1 element adds mass, thus increases density, however it does 

not change stiffness of the element. Results database is called “12-1-800-3-v2”. 

Transient responses of panels 3700 and 3710 are presented in Figures 5-23 and 5-24. NSM1 element did not bring 
improvement to responses, but even provided stronger over-predictions of in-plane responses for sensor 3700, which 
is mounted close to heavier unit than sensor 3710 is. Again, to make a conclusion on reasons of this behaviour a 
broaden analysis would be required. 

 

Figure 5-24: Transient responses (SRS) from sensor 3700 when units remodelled with NSM1 elements. 

Figure 5-23: Transient responses (SRS) from sensor 3710 when units remodelled with NSM1 elements. 

SENSOR 3710, out-of-plane (P) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, NSM1+RBE2 
 

SENSOR 3710, in-plane (Z) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, NSM1+RBE2 
 

SENSOR 3700, out-of-plane (P) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, NSM1+RBE2 
 

SENSOR 3700, in-plane (Z) response:  
Test data, lump mass+ RBE2, NSM1+RBE2 
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6 FINAL DISCUSSION 

In the process of parametrisation of a forcing function for the transient analysis, the modelling of clamp band release 

had a dominating effect on SRS. The modelling which brought improvements to SRS, included radial forcing function 

shape, implementation of axial impulse, clamp band loading geometry, refinement of loading scheme (“running load”). 

Consistent reduction of integration time duration Δt enabled gradual refinement of the band release event. 

Investigation was conducted up to 0.125e-4 s integration time duration which was in conflict with analysis time 

duration (requires at least 6 to 8 hours) and too large file size (even up to several gigabytes). A compromise was 

achieved with 0.5e-4 s integration, which are compliant with recommendations in ECSS Shock HB. Such Δt allowed to 

set long enough analysis duration in order to explore a Science Module interior located in far-field. A standard final 

analysis was run for 0.2 s  for Δt = 0.5e-4 s, so that shock responses in both spacecraft and VESTA can be explored 

within the same analysis frame. Implementation of axial impulse into forcing function was found as a valuable 

contribution to SRS and covered missing responses around 5 kHz in particular at interfaces close to shock source. In 

far-field this contribution was less noticeable. 

If it is a primary run or time for simulation is limited, it would be enough to apply just a radial forcing function (axial 
impulse omitted) on a single row of nodes where clamp band sits, apply averaged and uniformly distributed load, apply 
uniform clamp band release time and use a recommended minimum integration time step duration Δt = 0.5e-4 s. This 
way one can obtain satisfactory provisional results and reliably explore frequencies below 2kHz. 
 
The achieved correlation level for the spacecraft interface and loading interface between transient responses and data 
obtained during the LPF test campaign was found to meet qualification standards. Transfer functions for the areas 
between interfaces were not developed due to the high level of correlation observed within the module, making them 
redundant. Therefore, transient responses obtained from analysis were utilised directly. 

Shock responses over-prediction at Science Module shear panel, in particular on out-of-plane direction, were expected 
to appear regardless overall high level of correlation. As explained in Chapter 5, the nature of these over-predictions 
lies in finite element model limitations and methods used for representative modelling of satellite instruments. Rigidly 
attached lump masses representing the instruments are causing local mass concentration at the attachment nodes. A 
selected panel exhibiting strong over-predictions due to installed three heavy units on its surface, was subjected to 
some remodelling techniques and transient analysis was run again. 

Both units remodelling  methods, solid and RBE3+RBE2, give consistent results and can be used for improvement of 
transient responses on heavily loaded surfaces. Modelling with RBE3 alone is questionable as the stiffness of unit 
baseplate is not represented if RBE2 element is absent. This could be an important contributor for some large units. 
This conclusion is in line with previous experience reported in ECSS Shock Handbook. 

A simulation tool based on parametrisation and remodelling techniques will serve as shock investigation support 

prior VESTA laboratory test. 
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